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I NTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

HIGHLIGHT

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
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What Drives
Russia to Confront
the West

HIGHLIGHT

THE EUROPEAN
UNION AND
NORTH AFRICA
Prospects
and Challenges

Insights: Critical Thinking
on International Affairs

Chatham House
Brookings Institution Press

HIGHLIGHT
HIGHLIGHT
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Risking Great
Power War Over
Small Stakes

THE CHINA-U.S.
TRADE WAR AND
FUTURE
ECONOMIC
RELATIONS

The Chinese University Press
Brookings Institution Press

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

HIGHLIGHT

CONCEPTS OF
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, FOR
STUDENTS AND
OTHER SMARTIES

Academic Studies Press

CHINA AND ISRAEL
Chinese, Jews; Beijing, Jerusalem (1890-2018)
Aron Shai

Jan 2019 300pp
9781618118950 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00
9781618118943 Hardback £73.95 / €87.00

Jewish Identities in Post-Modern Society
Paints a broad picture of China-Israel relations from
an historical and political perspective and from the
Jewish and Israeli angle. To tell this story, Shai relies on
rare documents, archival materials and interviews with
individuals who were active in forming the relationship
between these two states.

Academica Press

RUSSIA’S GEOSTRATEGIC OUTLOOK AND
THE SYRIAN CRISIS

University of Michigan Press

Hicham Tohme
HIGHLIGHT

THE NEW
BATTLE FOR
THE ATLANTIC
Emerging Naval
Competition
with Russia in
the Far North

Apr 2019 277pp
9781680530643 Hardback £105.00 / €121.00

St. James’s Studies in World Affairs
In this groundbreaking study, international relations
scholar Hicham Tohme offers a critique of current
academic, scholarly, and public understandings of Russia’s
geostrategic outlook through the lens of the ongoing
Syrian crisis. This critique is based on a reassessment of
four key concepts that shape our knowledge of Russia’s
foreign policy.

SUBJUGATE OR EXTERMINATE!
A Memoir of Russia’s Wars Against Chechnya
Akhmed Zakaev

Jan 2019 512pp
9781680530889 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00
9781680530759 Hardback £105.00 / €121.00

Naval Institute Press

An authoritative first-hand account of the Russo-Chechen
conflict by a Chechen leader who played a central role in
all the main events, providing a historical survey of the
fraught relations between the Chechens and the Russian
Empire and Soviet Union, up to the collapse of the USSR.
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Baraka Books

EUROPE AND AMERICA
The End of the Transatlantic Relationship?

ISRAEL, A BEACHHEAD IN THE
MIDDLE EAST

Federiga Bindi

From European Colony to US Power
Projection Platform

"America First" is "America Alone". Federiga Bindi's
new book assesses the consequences of this retreat for
transatlantic relations and Europe, showing how the
current path of US foreign policy is leading to isolation and
a sharp decrease of US influence in international relations.

Stephen Gowans

May 2019 290pp
9781771861830 Paperback £24.50 / €29.00

Challenges the specious argument that Israel controls
US foreign policy, tracing the development of the selfdeclared Jewish state, from its conception in the ideas of
Theodore Herzl, to its birth as a European colony, through
its efforts to suppress regional liberation movements, to its
emergence as an extension of the Pentagon.

Brookings Institution Press

BEIRUT 1958
How America's Wars in the Middle East Began
Bruce Riedel

Oct 2019 128pp
9780815737292 Hardback £19.95 / €24.00

In July 1958, US Marines stormed the beach in Beirut,
Lebanon, ready for combat. They were greeted by vendors
and sunbathers. Fortunately, the rest of their mission helping to end Lebanon's first civil war - went nearly as
smoothly. Bruce Riedel's new book tells the now-forgotten
story of the first US combat operation in the Middle East.

THE CRISIS OF
LIBERAL INTERNATIONALISM

Feb 2019 240pp
9780815732808 Paperback £36.95 / €44.00

THE EUROPEAN UNION AND
NORTH AFRICA
Prospects and Challenges
Edited by Adel Abdel Ghafar

Feb 2019 216pp
9780815736950 Paperback £41.50 / €48.00

For more information on this title, see page 2.

FALKLANDS AND MALVINAS
Edited by Guillermo Mira Delli Zotti

Mar 2020 200pp
9781908857569 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

Examines the Falklands/Malvinas conflict and its
consequences, but from an oblique perspective that brings
together English, Spanish and Argentine specialists and
researchers.
Institute of Latin American Studies

FATEFUL TRIANGLE
How China Shaped U.S.-India Relations During
the Cold War
Tanvi Madan

Japan and the World Order

Oct 2019 380pp
9780815737711 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

Oct 2019 340pp
9780815737674 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

Drawing on documents from India and the United States,
Tanvi Madan shows that American and Indian perceptions
of and policy toward China significantly shaped US-India
relations in three crucial decades, from 1949 to 1979.

Edited by Yoichi Funabashi & G. John Ikenberry
Outlines today's challenges to the liberal international
order, proposes a role for Japan to uphold, reform and
shape the order, and examines Japan's assets as well
as constraints as it seeks to play the role of a proactive
stabilizer in the Asia-Pacific.

THE DEER AND THE DRAGON
Southeast Asia and China in the 21st Century
Edited by Donald K. Emmerson

Jun 2019 386pp
9781931368537 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

Southeast Asia is arguably the most diverse region in the
world. Rather than addressing one list of questions, the
contributors to this volume explore the matters they see as
most important and most deserving of exposure.
Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center

INDIA AND ASIAN GEOPOLITICS
The Past, Present
Shivshankar Menon

Sep 2019 420pp
9780815737230 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

One of India's most distinguished foreign policy thinkers
addresses the many questions facing India as it seeks to
find its way in the complex world of Asian geopolitics.
Shivshankar Menon traces India's approach to the shifting
regional landscape since its independence in 1947.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

KINGS AND
PRESIDENTS

Chatham House

Saudi Arabia and the
United States Since FDR,
Updated Edition

MOSCOW RULES

Feb 2019 272pp
9780815737155 Paperback
£19.95 / €23.00

Jan 2019 240pp
9780815735748 Paperback £27.95 / €32.00

Bruce Riedel

Geopolitics in the 21st Century
Offers an insider's account
of the US-Saudi relationship,
with unique insights. Using
declassified documents, memoirs by both Saudis and
Americans, and eyewitness accounts, this book takes the
reader inside the royal palaces, the holy cities, and the
White House to gain an understanding of this complex
partnership.

RE-ENGAGING THE MIDDLE EAST
A New Vision for U.S. Policy

Edited by Dafna H. Rand & Andrew P. Miller
Jan 2020 220pp
9780815737407 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

US policy in the Middle East has had very few successes in
recent years, so maybe it's time for a different approach.
But is the new approach of the Trump administration the
way forward? Experts on the region lay out a better longterm strategy for protecting US interests in the Middle
East.

RELUCTANT WARRIORS
Germany, Japan, and the Dilemmas of
Their Alliance with the U.S.
Thomas Berger et al

Sep 2019 314pp
9780815737360 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

A team of noted international experts critically examines
how and why Germany and Japan have modified their
military postures since 1990, and assesses how far the
countries still have to go - and why. The contributors also
highlight the risks the United States takes if it makes too
simplistic a demand for the two countries to "do more".

THE SENKAKU PARADOX
Risking Great Power War Over Small Stakes
Michael E. O'Hanlon

Feb 2019 280pp
9780815736899 Paperback £23.50 / €27.00

For more information on this title, see page 2.
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What Drives Russia to Confront the West
Keir Giles

Insights: Critical Thinking on International Affairs
For more information on this title, see page 2.

TECTONIC POLITICS
Global Political Risk in an Age
of Transformation
Nigel Gould-Davies

May 2019 208pp
9780815737131 Paperback £32.50 / €38.00

Insights: Critical Thinking on International Affairs
Drawing on a career in academia, business, and diplomacy,
Gould-Davies provides corporate leaders, scholars, and
engaged citizens with a groundbreaking study of the
fastest-rising political risk today.

The Chinese University Press

THE CHINA-U.S. TRADE WAR AND FUTURE
ECONOMIC RELATIONS
Lawrence J. Lau

Jan 2019 224pp
9789882371125 Hardback £41.50 / €48.00

For more information on this title, see page 2.

Cognella Academic Publishing

GLOBAL SECURITY
Thomas Riley O'Connor

Jan 2019 386pp
9781516515639 Paperback
£102.00 / €120.00

Provides an introduction
to the emerging field of
global security and reflects
its growing knowledge base
by educating readers about
structures and processes that
are the most serious threats on
a planetary scale. Each chapter
features text boxes to summarise key points.
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The University of Georgia Press

ISI Books

MIGRATION CRISES AND THE STRUCTURE
OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

THE DIVINE PLAN

2018 360pp
9780820354057 Hardback £65.95 / €77.00

Paul Kengor & Robert Orlando

Jeannette Money & Sarah Lockhart

Studies in Security and International Affairs Series
Examines the patterns of migration flows during the
post-World War II period, with particular attention to crises
or shocks to the international system, as in the case of
migration following the recent conflicts in Afghanistan
and Syria.

John Paul II, Ronald Reagan, and the Dramatic
End of the Cold War
Jun 2019 288pp
9781610171540 Hardback £27.50 / €32.00c

In this follow-up to his A Pope and a President, Paul Kengor
teams up with writer-director Robert Orlando to shed new
light on the extraordinary bond between John Paul II and
Ronald Reagan, and how that bond drove the pope and the
president to confront communism.

University of Hawai'i Press

Lynne Rienner Publishers

CHINA IN THE WORLD

CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS

An Anthropology of Confucius Institutes,
Soft Power, and Globalization
Jennifer Hubbert

Mar 2019 240pp
9780824878207 Hardback £71.95 / €83.00c

Control and Effectiveness Across Regimes
Edited by Thomas C. Bruneau & Aurel Croissant
Jun 2019 290pp
9781626378155 Hardback £79.95 / €93.00

Confucius Institutes have given rise to contentious public
debate in host countries, where they have been both
welcomed as a source of educational funding and feared as
spy outposts. China in the World turns an anthropological
lens on this controversial globalization project to provide
fresh insight into China's shifting place in the world.

How does civilian control affect military effectiveness?
Can a balance be achieved between the two? Experts
address these questions through a set of comparative
case studies. They explore the nexus of control and
effectiveness to reveal its importance for national security
and the legitimacy of both political order and the military
institution.

SOUTHEAST ASIA'S COLD WAR

FOREIGN POLICIES OF THE CIS STATES

An Interpretive History
Ang Cheng Guan

Jan 2019 336pp
9780824873479 Paperback £31.95 / €37.00

Examines the international politics of Southeast Asia
from within. This book provides an up-to-date, coherent
narrative of the Cold War as it played out in Southeast Asia
against a backdrop of superpower rivalry.

IGI Global

GLOBAL CHALLENGES IN PUBLIC FINANCE
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Edited by Deniz ahin Duran, Yusuf Temür & Doan Bozdoan
Mar 2019 300pp
9781522575641 Hardback £206.00 / €241.00c

Provides an innovative and systematic examination of the
present international financial events and institutions,
international financial relations, and fiscal difficulties
and dilemmas in order to discuss solutions for potential
problems in the postmodern world.

Edited by Denis Degterev & Konstantin Kurylev
Jun 2019 510pp
9781626377851 Hardback £123.00 / €142.00

In this systematic, comprehensive survey, a team of
in-country experts sheds important light on the complex
regional and international interactions of the CIS states in
the twenty-first century.

INTERNATIONAL ORDER
A Political History
Stephen A. Kocs

Sep 2019 255pp
9781626378117 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00
9781626378100 Hardback £79.95 / €93.00

Where does international order come from? How is it
established and maintained? Why does it break down?
With every sovereign state its own master, how can order
prevail? Answering these questions in a briskly paced,
systematic survey, Stephen Kocs explores the rise and fall
of successive international systems across the centuri

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

MAKING US
FOREIGN POLICY

University of Michigan Press

The Essentials,
Second Edition

CONCEPTS OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, FOR STUDENTS AND
OTHER SMARTIES

Ralph G. Carter

Nov 2019 275pp
9781626378131 Paperback
£34.95 / €41.00

Focuses on the most
fundamental questions:
Who makes foreign policy
decisions? How? What accounts
for particular decisions?
Discussions of current examples make the topic "real". Clear
and concise, this book provides a solid understanding of the
process by which foreign policy is made.

MONGOLIA'S FOREIGN POLICY
Navigating a Changing World
Alicia Campi

Mar 2019 349pp
9781626377820 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Strategically located at the crossroads of Central Asia,
China, and Russia, Mongolia has long attracted the
attention of major world powers. Alicia Campi provides a
multifaceted examination of the context, formulation, and
execution of contemporary Mongolian foreign policy.

SECURITY IN ASIA PACIFIC
The Dynamics of Alignment
Thomas S. Wilkins

Jan 2019 240pp
9781626377455 Hardback £81.95 / €95.00

The complex security dynamics of the pivotal Asia Pacific
region clearly have implications far beyond the region
itself. Thomas Wilkins sheds new light on those dynamics,
providing a rich framework for better understanding the
nature of security alignments in Asia Pacific, as well as a
re-examination of the dominant forces at play.

US DEMOCRACY PROMOTION IN THE
ARAB WORLD
Beyond Interests vs. Ideals
Mieczyslaw P. Boduszynski

Oct 2019 250pp
9781626378179 Hardback £85.95 / €99.00

Whether democracy promotion should play a role in US
foreign policy continues to be a subject of considerable
debate, perhaps nowhere more than with regard to the
Arab World. Mieczyslaw Boduszynski explores the tensions
between interests and ideals in US foreign policy and the
possibilities and limits of US democracy.

Iver B. Neumann

Mar 2019 192pp, 5 illustrations
9780472054077 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00
9780472074075 Hardback £57.50 / €68.00

For more information on this title, see page 3.

KANT'S INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
The Political Theology of Perpetual Peace
Sean Patrick Molloy

Feb 2019 270pp
9780472037391 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

Why does Immanuel Kant consistently invoke God
and Providence in his most prominent texts relating
to international politics? In this wide-ranging study,
Seán Molloy proposes that these texts cannot be
fully understood without reference to Kant's wider
philosophical projects.

Naval Institute Press

THE NEW BATTLE FOR THE ATLANTIC
Emerging Naval Competition with Russia in
the Far North
Magnus Nordenman

Jun 2019 272pp
9781682472835 Hardback £37.50 / €43.00

For more information on this title, see page 3.

University of Pittsburgh Press

THE DICTATOR DILEMMA
The United States and Paraguay in the
Cold War
Kirk Tyvela

Apr 2019 256pp
9780822965732 Paperback £47.50 / €55.00

Pitt Illuminations
Tells the story of US bilateral relations with the Alfredo
Stroessner dictatorship. Kirk Tyvela focuses on how and
why that diplomatic relationship changed during the Cold
War from cooperation, based on mutual opposition to
communism, to conflict, based on clashing expectations
concerning democratic reforms and human rights.
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Salem Press

COUNTRIES

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
BESTSELLERS

Their Wars & Conflicts: A World Survey,
Second Edition

Brookings Institution Press

Sep 2019 1,200pp, 4 volumes
9781642652932 Hardback £384.00 / €443.00

MR. PUTIN

Edited by Salem Press

This comprehensive four-volume set provides up-to-date,
reliable and understandable analysis of the hot spots of
armed conflict around the world. In addition to updated
and brand new content, this new edition pays special
attention to the conflicts in Afghanistan, Myanmar,
Yemen, Syria, Ukraine, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Syria, and Venezuela, among others.

University of Virginia Press

AVOIDING WAR WITH CHINA
Two Nations, One World
Amitai Etzioni

Apr 2019 216pp
9780813941790 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

Are the United States and China on a collision course? In
this timely work, renowned professor of international
relations Amitai Etzioni explains why this would be
disastrous and points to the ways the two nations can
avoid war.

Operative in the Kremlin,
New & Expanded Edition
Fiona Hill & Clifford G. Gaddy

2015 533pp
9780815726173 Paperback £27.50 / €32.00

Argues that Vladimir Putin is a man of many complex
identities. Drawing on a range of sources, including their
own personal encounters, the authors describe six that are
most essential: the Statist, the History Man, the Survivalist,
the Outsider, the Free Marketeer, and the Case Officer.

ONLY BEAUTIFUL, PLEASE
A British Diplomat in North Korea
John Everard

2012 256pp
9781931368254 Paperback £15.95 / €19.00

As the British ambassador to North Korea, John Everard
lived there from 2006 to 2008. Only Beautiful, Please
unveils the human dimension of life in this hermetic
nation. Everard recounts his impressions of the country
and its people, his interactions with them, and his
observations on their way of life.
Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center

RUSSIA AND THE NEW WORLD DISORDER
Bobo Lo

2015 336pp
9780815726098 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

Renowned scholar Bobo Lo analyses the broader context
of the Russian annexation of Crimea by examining
the interplay between Russian foreign policy and an
increasingly anarchic international environment. He argues
that Moscow's approach to regional and global affairs
reflects the tension between two very different worlds –
the perceptual and the actual.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

ISI Books

INTERNATIONAL LAW IN
WORLD POLITICS		

A POPE AND A PRESIDENT

An Introduction, Third Edition

John Paul II, Ronald Reagan, and the
Extraordinary Untold Story of the
20th Century

2017 350pp
9781626376045 Paperback £21.95 / €25.00

Paul Kengor

2017 624pp
9781610171434 Hardback £29.50 / €34.00

Tells the untold story of the partnership between Pope
John Paul II and President Ronald Reagan and how
together they changed the course of world history. Kengor
shows that the bonds between the Pope and the President
ran deeper than anyone has suspected, and that these
bonds drove them to confront what they saw as the great
evil of the twentieth century: Soviet communism.

Shirley V. Scott

Reflecting a dramatically changing global context, the third
edition of International Law in World Politics introduces the
actors, structures, processes, and issues of international law
in a way that makes sense to students of political science.
The result is a text that effectively explains the role that
international law plays in the arena of world politics today.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The Politics & Processes of
Global Governance, Third Edition

Margaret P. Karns, Karen A. Mingst & Kendall W. Stiles

Lynne Rienner Publishers

THE COLLECTED PAPERS OF KOFI ANNAN
UN Secretary-General, 1997-2006
Edited by Jean E. Krasno

2012 4,800pp, five volumes
9781588268037 Hardback £530.00 / €611.00

The thousands of documents in this five-volume set
illuminate the complexity and texture of the workings of
the UN as they trace the activities of Secretary-General
Kofi Annan and the conceptual evolution of his ideas. Each
document is preceded by the editor's annotations, which
provide context as well as keywords.

HUMAN RIGHTS IN
INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
An Introduction
Franke Wilmer

2015 350pp
9781626371491 Paperback £26.95 / €32.00

This comprehensive introduction to the study of
human rights in international politics blends concrete
developments with theoretical inquiry, illuminating both
in the process.

2015 600pp
9781626371514 Paperback £26.95 / €32.00

The third edition of the award-winning International
Organizations has been thoroughly revised and updated
to take into account new developments and shifting
power relations since 2009, as well as the most
current scholarship. As before, the authors provide a
comprehensive, in-depth examination of the full range of
international organizations.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IN ACTION			
A World Politics Simulation
Brock F. Tessman

2006 120pp
9781588264640 Paperback £14.95 / €18.00

Allows students to relate the concepts and issues at the
foundation of global politics to the realities of international
politics. This book provides summaries, analysis, study
questions, and additional sources of information for each of
the theories and issues encountered during the simulation.
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INTRODUCING GLOBAL ISSUES

McFarland

Sixth Edition		

Edited by Michael T. Snarr & D. Neil Snarr

UKRAINE OVER
THE EDGE

2016 360pp
9781626375468 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

How is new technology affecting global security? Are the
2015 Sustainable Development Goals having an impact?
What progress are governments making in dealing with
climate change? Is there a viable solution to the Syrian
refugee crisis? These are among the difficult questions
addressed in this new, fully revised edition of Introducing
Global Issues.

MAKING SENSE OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS THEORY		
Second Edition

Edited by Jennifer Sterling-Folker

2013 482pp
9781588268228 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

Russia, the West and the
“New Cold War”
Gordon M. Hahn

2018 358pp
9781476669014 Paperback
£42.50 / €49.00

In contrast to other studies
of the Ukrainian conflict, this
book examines in detail its
historical background and
complex causality – from the
rise of the mass demonstrations on Kiev's Maidan to the
making of the post-revolt Maidan regime.

What does it mean to adopt a realist, or a world systems,
or a green approach to international relations? Does the
plethora of "isms" have any relevance to the real world
of global politics and policymaking? This book addresses
these questions by illustrating theories in action.

University of Michigan Press

THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

Alister Miskimmon, Ben O'Loughlin & Laura Roselle

International Organizations in an
Interdependent World, Fifth Edition
Edited by Brian Frederking & Paul F. Diehl
2015 450pp
9781626372320 Paperback £21.50 / €25.00

Covering decision making processes, peace and security
affairs, and economic, social, and humanitarian issues, The
Politics of Global Governance helps students of international
organisations to understand the major themes, theories,
and approaches central to the subject

THE WORLD SINCE 1945
A History of International Relations,
Eighth Edition
Wayne C. McWilliams & Harry Piotrowski
2014 620pp
9781626370746 Paperback £21.95 / €25.00

Traces the political, economic, and ideological patterns
that have evolved in the global arena from the end of
World War II to the present, providing the background
needed for a solid understanding of contemporary
international relations.

FORGING THE WORLD
Strategic Narratives and
International Relations

2018 352pp, 7 tables, 6 figures
9780472037049 Paperback £33.50 / €38.00

Brings together leading scholars to investigate how, when,
and why strategic narratives shape the structure, politics,
and policies of the global system. Put simply, strategic
narratives are tools that political actors employ to promote
their interests, values, and aspirations by managing
expectations and altering the discursive environment.

The University of North Carolina Press

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL
AND GLOBAL STUDIES		
Second Edition

Shawn Smallman & Kimberley Brown

2015 416pp, 7 images, 10 maps, 8 tables
9781469621654 Paperback £47.50 / €55.00

This innovative introduction to international and global
studies, offers instructors in the social sciences and
humanities a core textbook for teaching undergraduates in
this rapidly growing field.

POLITICAL THEORY & IDEOLOGIES
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RISE & RESIST
How to Change
the World

HIGHLIGHT

NATIONALISM
A Short History

The Short Histories

Melbourne University Publishing

Brookings Institution Press
HIGHLIGHT

INCLUSIVE
POPULISM
Creating Citizens in
the Global Age

American Psychological Association

THREAT TO DEMOCRACY
The Appeal of Authoritarianism in an
Age of Uncertainty
Fathali M. Moghaddam

May 2019 182pp
9781433830709 Hardback £28.95 / €34.00

Contending Modernities

Explores the recent international decline in democracy and
the psychological appeal of authoritarianism in the context
of rapid globalization. By understanding the psychological
foundations of the surge in populism and authoritarian
leadership, we can better develop ways to nurture and
safeguard democracy.

Brookings Institution Press

DEMOCRACIES DIVIDED
The Global Challenge of Political Polarization
University of Notre Dame Press

Edited by Thomas Carothers & Andrew O'Donohue
Sep 2019 280pp
9780815737216 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

Severe political polarization is increasingly afflicting old
and new democracies alike, producing the erosion of
democratic norms and rising societal anger. This volume is
the first book-length comparative analysis of this troubling
global phenomenon, offering in-depth case studies.
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DIVIDED POLITICS,
DIVIDED NATION

CONSTITUTIONAL
KNOWLEDGE AND ITS
IMPACT ON
CITIZENSHIP
EXERCISE IN A
NETWORKED SOCIETY

Hyperconflict in the
Trump Era
Darrell M. West

Feb 2019 210pp
9780815736912 Hardback
£19.95 / €24.00

Drawing on his personal
story of growing up as a
fundamentalist Christian on a
dairy farm in rural Ohio, then
as an academic in the heart of
the liberal East Coast establishment, Darrell West analyses
the economic, cultural, and political aspects of polarization.

NATIONALISM
A Short History
Liah Greenfeld

Mar 2019 220pp
9780815737018 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

The Short Histories
For more information on this title, see page 11.

IGI Global

ARGUMENTATION AND APPRAISAL IN
PARLIAMENTARY DISCOURSE
Edited by Ernest Jakaza

Feb 2019 365pp
9781522580942 Hardback £178.00 / €209.00

Examines the argumentation practices and appraisal forms
realized in parliamentary discourse on various topics. While
highlighting topics that include legislative immunity,
political rivalry, and language evolution, it features
crucial discourse-pragmatic research on parliamentary
proceedings from various parliamentary settings.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND POLITICS
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications

Edited by Information Resources Management Association
2018 1620pp, 4 volumes
9781522576693 Hardback £1870.00 / €2100.00

Examines civic engagement practices in social, political,
and non-political contexts. Highlighting a range of topics
such as social media and politics, civic activism, and public
administration, this book is aimed at government officials,
leaders, practitioners, policymakers, academics, and
researchers.

Edited by Ana Melro &
Lidia Oliveira

Jan 2019 315pp
9781522583509 Hardback
£178.00 / €209.00

Analyses how constitutional
awareness occurs in various countries and how citizenship
participation is encouraged through the use of digital tools.

Information Age Publishing

THE 2017 HAMPTON READER
Selected Essays from a Working-Class
Think Tank
Edited by Colin Jenkins

Mar 2019 490pp
9781641135412 Paperback £48.50 / €56.00
9781641135429 Hardback £89.95 / €105.00

Critical Constructions: Studies on Education and Society
Includes the most popular essays from The Hampton
Institute: A Working-Class Think Tank. The essays are the
products of a collective of organic intellectuals united by
the task of clarifying our political moment, sparking a
revival in working-class intellectualism, and pushing the
revolutionary struggles of our day forward.

ISI Books

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY JR.
The Maker of a Movement
Lee Edwards

Apr 2019 224pp
9781610171557 Paperback £16.95 / €20.00

Conservative historian Lee Edwards delivers a muchneeded intellectual biography of William Buckley. In
this concise and compelling book, Edwards reveals how
Buckley did more to build the conservative movement
than any other person.

POLITICAL THEORY & IDEOLOGIES

University Press of Kansas

Northwestern University Press

A VINDICATION OF POLITICS

SPECULATION

On the Common Good and Human Flourishing

Politics, Ideology, Event

Jan 2019 232pp
9780700627554 Hardback £42.50 / €49.00

Mar 2019 232pp
9780810139350 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00
9780810139367 Hardback £105.00 / €121.00

Matthew D. Wright

Responding to recent influential arguments for the
instrumentality of the political common good, this
volume addresses a lacuna in natural law political theory
by foregrounding the significance of political culture.
Politics emerges in this account as a cultural enterprise that
connects generations and ennobles our common life.

McFarland

HOW THE LEFT AND
RIGHT THINK
The Roots of Division in
American Politics
Bill Meulemans

Aug 2019 244pp
9781476678788 Paperback
£36.95 / €43.00

Drawing on four decades of
field research on partisan
conflicts in the US, Northern
Ireland and Israel, the author
provides a clear, concise
explanation of how the left and right think and why their
respective philosophies reflect competing views of human
nature.

Glyn Daly

Diaeresis
Develops Hegel's radical perspective of speculative
thought as a way of reclaiming and revitalizing the sense
of the future and its possibilities. Glyn Daly articulates
the distinctness of speculative philosophy and draws its
implications for new debates in areas of science, politics,
capitalism, ideology, ethics, and the event.

University of Notre Dame Press

DEMOCRATIC RESPONSIBILITY
The Politics of Many Hands in America
Nora Hanagan

Aug 2019 236pp
9780268106058 Hardback £52.95 / €61.00

Offers insight into how political actors might confront
seemingly intractable problems, and challenges
conventional understandings of what commitment to
democratic ideals entails. This book will be of interest to
scholars and students of political science, especially those
who look to the history of political thought for resources
that might promote social justice in the present.

INCLUSIVE POPULISM
Creating Citizens in the Global Age

The University of North Carolina Press

AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MARXISM
Second Edition
Cedric J. Robinson

Angus Ritchie

Nov 2019 186pp
9780268105785 Paperback £26.50 / €31.00
9780268105778 Hardback £105.00 / €122.00

Contending Modernities
For more information on this title, see page 11.

Feb 2019 208pp
9781469649917 Paperback £31.50 / €37.00
9781469649900 Hardback £94.95 / €109.00

Presents Cedric Robinson's analysis of the history of
communalism that has been claimed by Marx and
Marxists. Accompanied by a new foreword by Helen
Quan and a preface by Avery Gordon, this invaluable
text reimagines the communal ideal from a broader
perspective that transcends modernity, industrialization,
and capitalism.

Receive regular up-to-date information about
our new titles by registering for e-alerts at:
eurospan.co.uk/mailinglist
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POLITICAL
THEORY & IDEOLOGIES


The University of South Carolina Press

RHETORICAL UNCONSCIOUSNESS AND
POLITICAL PSYCHOANALYSIS

POLITICAL THEORY &
IDEOLOGIES BESTSELLERS

Michael Lane Bruner

Broadview Press

Studies in Rhetoric/Communication
Investigates unintentional forms of persuasion, their
political consequences, and our ethical relation to the
same. Michael Lane Bruner argues that the unintentional
ways we are persuaded are far more important than
intentional persuasion.

THE BROADVIEW ANTHOLOGY OF
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL THOUGHT

Jun 2019 248pp
9781611179835 Hardback £63.50 / €73.00

Southern Illinois University Press

OUR POLITICS
Reflections on
Political Life
Douglas Kane

Apr 2019 256pp
9780809337095 Paperback
£27.95 / €33.00

Douglas Kane, an
American politician and
economist, offers readers a
straightforward, personal
account of what it is like to run
for and hold public office - the
demands, conflicts, temptations, and rewards created by
political, economic, and social forces.

From Machiavelli to Nietzsche
Edited by Andrew Bailey et al

2018 780pp
9781554814220 Paperback £43.95 / €51.00

Contains many of the most important texts in western
political and social thought from the sixteenth to the
end of the nineteenth centuries. A number of key works,
including Machiavelli's The Prince, Locke's Second Treatise,
and Rousseau's The Social Contract, are included in their
entirety. Each selection has been painstakingly annotated.

Brookings Institution Press

THE RISE OF THE
ALT-RIGHT
Thomas J. Main

2018 320pp
9780815732884 Hardback
£19.95 / €23.00

Democracy, Citizenship and Social Justice

What is the Alt-Right, and
how will it affect America?
Through careful research and
analysis, this book traces the
movement's history from
the founding of modern
conservatism in post-war
America to the current Trump era. This is an important
study for anyone interested in the future of American
politics and public life.

Feb 2019 336pp
9781776143023 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

Melbourne University Publishing

Wits University Press

POWER IN ACTION
Steven Friedman

The goal of new democracies, like South Africa and other
developing nation-states, is supposedly to become like
the global North — but Power in Action persuasively argues
against this stereotype. Friedman asserts that democracies
can only work when every adult has an equal say in the
public decisions that affect them.

RISE & RESIST
How to Change the World
Clare Press

2018 277pp
9780522873733 Paperback £25.50 / €30.00

For more information on this title, see page 11.

POLITICAL THEORY & IDEOLOGIES • WARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM

NewSouth Publishing

WARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM
THE FUTURE
OF EVERYTHING

HIGHLIGHT

Big, Audacious Ideas for
a Better World

HYBRID
CONFLICTS AND
INFORMATION
WARFARE

Tim Dunlop

2018 256pp
9781742235646 Paperback
£19.50 / €22.00

New Labels,
Old Politics

We are in the middle of
the greatest technological
revolution in history. Its
epicentre lies in Silicon Valley,
but its impacts are across the
globe. It could give all of us a better quality of life — or it
could further concentrate the world's wealth in the hands
of a few. This book offers a bold vision for ensuring that we
achieve the former.

University of Notre Dame Press

Lynne Rienner Publishers

THE IDENTITARIANS

HIGHLIGHT

The Movement Against Globalism and
Islam in Europe

TERRORISM &
COUNTER
TERRORISM

José Pedro Zúquete

2018 480pp, 44 images
9780268104214 Hardback £32.95 / €37.00

A Comprehensive
Introduction to
Actors and Actions

The Identitarians are a quickly growing ethnocultural
transnational movement that, in diverse forms, originated
in France and Italy and has spread into southern, central,
and northern Europe. This timely and important study
presents the first book-length analysis of this anti-globalist
and anti-Islamic movement.

Rutgers University Press

DEMOCRACY ANCIENT AND MODERN
M.I. Finley

2018 156pp
9781978802322 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

Mason Welch Gross Lecture Series
This elegant and provocative book is perhaps more
important now than when it was first published. The
three essays that comprised the first edition developed a
remarkable discourse between ancient Greek and modern
conceptions of democracy. To these, Sir M.I. Finley has
added two that clarify and elaborate the thinking of the
first edition.

Lynne Rienner Publishers
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W ARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM

HIGHLIGHT

ONE NATION,
UNDER DRONES
Legality, Morality,
and Utility of
Unmanned
Combat Systems

Cognella Academic Publishing

TERRORISM & COUNTERTERRORISM
Theory, History, and Contemporary Challenges
Matthew Lippman

2018 372pp
9781516523702 Paperback £92.50 / €108.00

Following the attacks on the World Trade Center and
Pentagon in 2001, the number of terrorism-related
courses, programmes, research centres, journals, and
books have increased exponentially. This volume is an
excellent primary or supplementary textbook for courses in
terrorism, counterterrorism, and homeland security.

The University of Georgia Press

BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
Naval Institute Press

Academica Press

ISIS'S USE OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN IRAQ
Christel Ghandour

Mar 2019 277pp
9781680534948 Paperback £31.50 / €37.00
9781680534719 Hardback £157.00 / €182.00

St. James’s Studies in World Affairs
Explores how and why the Islamic State used sexual
violence against Yezidi women in Iraq. This qualitative case
study tests three theories against the empirical evidence:
evolution theory, feminist theory, and Strategic Rape
Concept. Each theory will be tested in order to shed light on
how ISIS's use of sexual violence can be explained.

Edited by Anne I. Harrington & Jeffrey W. Knopf
Aug 2019 216pp
9780820355634 Hardback £45.50 / €53.00

Studies in Security and International Affairs
Applies the insights of behavioural economics to the study
of nuclear weapons policy. Contributors to this collection
examine how a behavioural approach might inform our
understanding of topics such as deterrence, economic
sanctions, the nuclear nonproliferation regime, and US
domestic debates about ballistic missile defense.

IGI Global

APPLYING METHODS OF SCIENTIFIC
INQUIRY INTO INTELLIGENCE, SECURITY,
AND COUNTERTERRORISM
Edited by Arif Sari

May 2019 350pp
9781522589761 Hardback £178.00 / €209.00

Provides personnel directly working in the fields of
intelligence, law enforcement, and science with the
opportunity to understand the multidisciplinary nature
of intelligence and science in order to improve current
intelligence activities and contribute to the protection of
the nation.

WARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM

NATIONAL SECURITY

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Breakthroughs in Research and Practice

Out of the Shadows

Edited by Information Resources Management Association
2018 750pp, two volumes
9781522579120 Hardback £453.00 / €530.00

Presents the latest research on the multiple dimensions
of national security, including the political, physical,
economic, ecological, and computational dimensions.

University Press of Kansas

MARQUE AND REPRISAL
The Spheres of Public and Private War
Kenneth B. Moss

Apr 2019 480pp
9780700627752 Hardback £47.50 / €55.00

Offers unique insight into the role of private actors in
military conflicts and the reason they are increasingly
deployed today. Along with an overview of mercenaries
and privateers, Marque and Reprisal provides a
comprehensive history of the “marque and reprisal” clause
in the US Constitution, reminding us that it is not as arcane
as it seems.

Lynne Rienner Publishers

HYBRID CONFLICTS AND
INFORMATION WARFARE
Old Labels, New Politics

Edited by Ofer Fridman, Vitaly Kabernik & James C. Pearce
2018 270pp
9781626377516 Hardback £84.50 / €97.00

For more information on this title, see page 15.

THE NEW POLITICS OF AID
Emerging Donors and Conflict-Affected States
Agnieszka Paczyńska

Oct 2019 190pp
9781626378261 Hardback £84.50 / €97.00

How do emerging donors conceptualize the relationship
between security and development? How, and why, do
the policies they pursue in conflict-affected states differ
from the liberal peacebuilding model of traditional donors?
Addressing these questions, the authors shed light on the
increasingly complicated and complex donor landscape.

Edited by Christopher Marsh, James D. Kiras &
Patricia J. Blocksome
Oct 2019 215pp
978162637 Hardback £85.95 / €99.00

Why have special operations forces become a key strategic
tool in the conduct of modern warfare? How do these
specially trained and equipped elite units function? What
types of missions do they conduct? This book addresses
these questions and more in a comprehensive survey of
special ops.

TERRORISM & COUNTERTERRORISM
A Comprehensive Introduction to
Actors and Actions
Henry Prunckun & Troy Whitford

Feb 2019 269pp
9781626377608 Paperback £26.95 / €32.00
9781626377585 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

For more information on this title, see page 15.

McFarland

THE COLD WAR DEFENSE OF THE
UNITED STATES
Strategy, Weapon Systems and Operations
John E. Bronson

May 2019 228pp
9781476677200 Paperback £52.95 / €61.00

During the Cold War, the United States was forced to
establish means of massive long-range attack in response
to Soviet Union advancements in weaponry. This book
shows how these defences evolved from fledgling stopgap measures into a complex fabric of interconnected
combinations of high-tech equipment over 40 years.

TERRORISM WORLDWIDE, 2018
Edward Mickolus

Apr 2019 251pp
9781476679402 Paperback £52.95 / €61.00

Organised by region and country, this volume covers
domestic and international incidents around the world,
outlining significant trends. The single-year format
allows readers access to the most up-to-date information
on terrorism, while the geographic focus more easily
facilitates regional comparison.
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W ARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM

Naval Institute Press

PENTAGON YEARBOOK 2019
South Asia Defence and Strategic Perspective

ONE NATION, UNDER DRONES
Legality, Morality, and Utility of Unmanned
Combat Systems
Edited by John E. Jackson

Jan 2019 256pp
9781682472385 Hardback £29.50 / €34.00

For more information on this title, see page 16.

THE WAR FOR MUDDY WATERS
Pirates, Terrorists, Traffickers, and
Maritime Insecurity
Joshua Tallis

Jun 2019 264pp
9781682474204 Hardback £34.50 / €40.00

Historically, maritime security had focused on individual
threats – such as piracy, terrorism, or narcotics – and
individual measures to target them. This book explores,
for the first time, an overall strategy for maritime security,
integrating these issues into a single framework.

Pentagon Press LLP

BRAHMAND WORLD DEFENCE
UPDATE 2019
Pentagon Press

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618740 Hardback £217.00 / €243.00

Provides comprehensive assessment of the present day
global military order with a focus on each nation’s military
capabilities, new arms acquisitions and defence spending.

MODERN INFORMATION WARFARE
Anurag Dwivedi

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618702 Hardback £48.50 / €54.00

Information has always played a decisive role in
wining wars but it is only in past two decades that it
has transformed into a distinct battlespace. This book
attempts to lay down a theoretical framework to evolve
operational doctrine and force structures for conduct of
IW as well as their integration with conventional kinetic
operations.

Pentagon Press

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618733 Hardback £96.50 / €108.00

This volume is an attempt to understand the political,
economic and security dynamics of the CPEC and is a must
read for academics, policy makers and researchers who
study South Asia`s strategic landscape.

TERRORISM AND COUNTERTERRORISM
Vijay Khare

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618719 Hardback £48.50 / €54.00

Highlights a major contemporary problem faced by the
world - terrorism. Today, terrorism has become one of the
biggest security challenges to the world community. This
is a must read book not just for defence professionals and
strategists but also for political decision makers across the
globe.

University of Pittsburgh Press

RHET OPS
Rhetoric and Information Warfare

Edited by Jim Ridolfo & William Hart-Davidson
Oct 2019 246pp, 35 b&w illustrations
9780822945895 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

Composition, Literacy, and Culture
Drawing on scholars from rhetorical, media, military,
communications, and visual studies, Rhet Ops explores
the relationship of rhetorical strategies in the context of
war, social unrest, protest movements, and asymmetrical
conflicts by investigating how rhetoric and digital
technologies are used in these conflicts.

W ARFARE, DEFENCE & TERRORISM

United Nations Publications

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS RELATED
TO THE PREVENTION AND SUPPRESSION
OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
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WARFARE, DEFENCE &
TERRORISM BESTSELLERS
Lynne Rienner Publishers

Fourth Edition

United Nations Office of Legal Affairs

Mar 2019 990pp
9789211303704 Paperback £146.00 / €168.00

Terrorism is one of the major threats to international peace
and security, and the United Nations plays a leading role
in the fight against it. This publication is a compilation
of the many instruments that have been adopted by the
international community, covering various aspects of
terrorism.

RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS OF THE
SECURITY COUNCIL 2015-2016

CONNECTING PEACE, JUSTICE
& RECONCILIATION		
Elisabeth Porter

2015 225pp
9781626372368 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

Can post-conflict states achieve both peace and justice
as they deal with a traumatic past? What role does
reconciliation play in healing wounds, building trust, and
rectifying injustices? This provocative book, incorporating
the frameworks of both peace/conflict studies and
transitional justice, explores the core challenges that wartorn states confront once the violence has ended.

1 August 2015 – 31 December 2016

United Nations Department for General Assembly and
Conference Management
Jan 2019 720pp
9789218900371 Paperback £73.50 / €84.00

Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council
Presents official documents of Resolutions and Decisions
of the Security Council, 2015-2016. The United Nations
Security Council takes the lead in determining the
existence of a threat to the peace or an act of aggression,
and calls upon the State parties to a dispute to settle it by
peaceful means.

McFarland

BOMBS, BULLETS AND BREAD
The Politics of Anarchist Terrorism Worldwide,
1866-1926
Michael Kemp

2018 176pp, photos
9781476671017 Paperback £42.50 / €49.00

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a wave
of political violence swept across the globe, causing
widespread alarm. Much has been written about these
actions and the responses to them yet little attention has
been given to the actors themselves. Drawing on wide
range of sources, the author profiles numerous insurgents,
their deeds and their motives.

Naval Institute Press

CYBERSPACE IN PEACE AND WAR
Martin Libicki

2016 496pp, 20 b&w photos
9781682470329 Hardback £53.95 / €63.00

Provides a comprehensive guide to cybersecurity and
cyberwar policy and strategy, developed for a one- or twosemester class for students of public policy.
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HIGHLIGHT

GENERAL & COMPARATIVE

COMPARATIVE
POLITICS

HIGHLIGHT

Exploring Concepts
and Institutions
Across Nations,
Sixth Edition

THE ARROGANCE
OF POWER

Lynne Rienner Publishers
The University of Arkansas Press

HIGHLIGHT
HIGHLIGHT

ON HATE

TERMS OF
DISSERVICE
How Silicon Valley
is Destructive
by Design

Melbourne University Publishing

Brookings Institution Press

GENERAL & COMPARATIVE

HIGHLIGHT

#IDENTITY
Hashtagging Race,
Gender, Sexuality,
and Nation
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The University of Arkansas Press

THE ARROGANCE OF POWER
J. William Fulbright

2018 284pp
9781682260692 Paperback £26.50 / €31.00

For more information on this title, see page 20.

Brookings Institution Press

ECONOMIC INEQUALITY AND MORALITY
Diverse Ethical Perspectives

Edited by Richard Madsen & William M. Sullivan
Aug 2019 320pp
9780815737193 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

University of Michigan Press

HIGHLIGHT

Is inequality morally acceptable? Is it morally permissible to
allow practices and systems that contribute to inequality?
Is there an ethical obligation to try to alleviate inequality,
and if so, who is obligated to take that action? This
book addresses these and similar questions through a
comparative study of ethical traditions.

MAKING
PEACE WITH
REFERENDUMS

GET OUT THE VOTE

Cyprus and
Northern Ireland

Sep 2019 260pp
9780815736936 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00

How to Increase Voter Turnout, Fourth Edition
Donald P. Green & Alan S. Gerber

In this expanded and updated edition, Donald Green and
Alan Gerber incorporate data from a trove of recent studies
that shed new light on the cost-effectiveness and efficiency
of various campaign tactics, including door-to-door
canvassing, e-mail, direct mail, and telephone calls.
Syracuse Studies on Peace
and Conflict Resolution

Esri Press

SMARTER GOVERNMENT
How to Govern for Results in the
Information Age
Martin O'Malley
Syracuse University Press

Jul 2019 420pp
9781589485242 Paperback £21.50 / €25.00

Presents a more effective way to lead that is emerging,
enabled by the "Information Age". This book provides
real solutions to real problems using GIS technology and
helps develop a management strategy using data that will
profoundly change an organisation.
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The University of Georgia Press

OPEN BORDERS
In Defense of Free Movement
Edited by Reece Jones

2018 336pp, 3 b&w images
9780820354262 Paperback £28.95 / €34.00
9780820354279 Hardback £82.50 / €96.00

Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation Series
Border control continues to be a highly contested and
politically charged subject around the world. This collection
of essays challenges reactionary nationalism by making
the positive case for the benefits of free movement for
countries on both ends of the exchange.

SUBALTERN GEOGRAPHIES
Edited by Tariq Jazeel & Stephen Legg

Jan 2019 260pp
9780820354880 Paperback £27.50 / €32.00
9780820354590 Hardback £82.50 / €96.00

INTERCULTURAL AND INTERFAITH
DIALOGUES FOR GLOBAL PEACEBUILDING
AND STABILITY
Edited by Samuel Peleg

May 2019 350pp
9781522575856 Hardback £178.00 / €209.00

A critical research publication which explores the
importance of conflict resolution strategies among
populations that include a varied amalgamation of
cultural and religious backgrounds.

SOCIAL PARTNERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
UNDER CRISES
Carol Nelson

May 2019 225pp
9781522589617 Hardback £169.00 / €198.00

A collection of innovative research that focuses on the
development of network relations while furthering the
studies on governance of the public sector under crisis
conditions.

Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation
The first book-length discussion addressing the relationship
between the historical innovations of the Subaltern Studies
and the critical intellectual practices and methodologies of
cultural, urban, historical and political geography.

Kumarian Press

IGI Global

Small Steps to Peace

ANALYTICS, OPERATIONS, AND STRATEGIC
DECISION MAKING IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

MEDIATION AND GOVERNANCE IN
FRAGILE CONTEXTS
Dekha Ibrahim Abdi & Simon J.A. Mason
Feb 2019 250pp
9781626377769 Paperback £26.95 / €31.00

2018 457pp
9781522575917 Hardback £196.00 / €230.00

The result of a long collaboration between a KenyanSomali mediator and a Swiss scholar-practitioner,
Mediation and Governance in Fragile Contexts introduces an
innovative, practical approach to resolving an enduring
issue: how can conflicts be resolved in polarized societies?

Discusses analytics applications in various public sector
organisations, and addresses the difficulties associated
with the design and operation of these systems.

Lynne Rienner Publishers

Edited by Gerald William Evans, William E. Biles &
Ki-Hwan G. Bae

COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Exploring Concepts and Institutions
Across Nations, Sixth Edition
Gregory S. Mahler

Mar 2019 504pp
9781626377905 Paperback £39.95 / €45.00

For more information on this title, see page 20.

GENERAL & COMPARATIVE

THE CONDUCT OF INTELLIGENCE
IN DEMOCRACIES

Melbourne University Publishing

Processes, Practices, Cultures

ON HATE

Edited by Florina Cristiana Matei & Carolyn Halliday
Aug 2019 265pp
9781626377691 Hardback £85.95 / €99.00

What are the role and place of secret services and covert
operations in democratic settings? How do states balance
the need for both secrecy and openness? What are the
challenges to creating effective intelligence practices?
This volume examines the purposes and processes of
intelligence communities in today's security environment.

CORPORATE ACTORS IN
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE
Business as Usual or New Deal?
Edited by Matthias Hofferberth

Jul 2019 280pp
9781626378032 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Advances in International Political Economy
What part should corporate actors play in global
governance? With regard to concerns over such issues
as public health, education, human rights, and the
environment, they arguably are influential. The authors of
this book offer an empirically rich picture of the oftencontentious governance roles of corporations in today's
global political economy.

POWER SHARING AND POWER RELATIONS
AFTER CIVIL WAR
Edited by Caroline A. Hartzell

Jan 2019 260pp
9781626377677 Hardback £80.50 / €93.00

There are numerous studies on the role of power-sharing
agreements in the maintenance of peace in post-conflict
states. Less explored, however, is the impact of power
sharing on the quality of the peace. This volume provides a
rich new analytical approach to understanding how power
sharing actually works.

SURPRISING NEWS
How the Media Affect - and Do Not Affect Politics
Kenneth Newton

Jun 2019 275pp
9781626377707 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00
9781626377660 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

Recognising that differing forms of political
communication have differing effects on differing people,
Kenneth Newton asks why this occurs, and how. The
answers that he presents in offer an enlightening challenge
to conventional wisdom in this age of fake news, posttruth, and claims about how digital media has transformed
politics.
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Tim Soutphommasane

Mar 2019 277pp
9780522875348 Paperback £11.95 / €14.00

For more information on this title, see page 20.

University of Michigan Press

BEYOND THE VEIL OF KNOWLEDGE
Triangulating Security, Democracy, and
Academic Scholarship
Piki Ish-Shalom

Mar 2019 256pp
9780472131204 Hardback £61.95 / €72.00

Is there a need to remodel constructivism to be more
politically attuned? Piki Ish-Shalom calls for an activist
academy that engages society and the polity to prevent
the watering down of democracy, while helping to create a
space for criticism.

CAMPAIGNS AND VOTERS IN
DEVELOPING DEMOCRACIES
Argentina in Comparative Perspective

Edited by Noam Lupu, Virginia Oliveros & Luis Schiumerini
Mar 2019 320pp
9780472131280 Hardback £65.95 / €77.00

Voting behaviour is informed by the experience of
advanced democracies, yet the electoral context in
developing democracies is significantly different. This book
develops a theoretical framework to specify why voter
behaviour differs across contexts.

FEDERALISM AND
SOCIAL POLICY
Patterns of
Redistribution in
11 Democracies

Scott L. Greer & Heather Elliott
Jun 2019 352pp
9780472131174 Hardback
£69.95 / €82.00

Explores the complex
relationship between
decentralization and
the welfare state to
determine whether or not decentralization has negative
consequences for welfare.
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#IDENTITY

Rutgers University Press

Hashtagging Race, Gender, Sexuality,
and Nation
Abigail De Kosnik & Keith Feldman

SCIENCE BY
THE PEOPLE

For more information on this title, see page 21.

Participation, Power,
and the Politics of
Environmental
Knowledge

Apr 2019 344pp
9780472054152 Paperback £28.95 / €34.00

INITIATIVES WITHOUT ENGAGEMENT

Aya H. Kimura & Abby Kinchy

A Realistic Appraisal of Direct Democracy's
Secondary Effects

Sep 2019 210pp, 11 b&w illustrations
9780813595078 Paperback
£22.95 / €27.00
9780813595085 Hardback
£82.50 / €96.00

Joshua J. Dyck & Edward L. Lascher

Mar 2019 216pp
9780472131198 Hardback £61.95 / €72.00

Develops and tests a theory that can explain evidence
that the ballot initiative process fails to provide the civic
benefits commonly claimed for it, and evidence that it
increases political participation.

PARTY MANDATES AND DEMOCRACY

Nature, Society, and Culture
By unpacking the politics of citizen science, this book aims
to help people negotiate a complex political landscape
and choose paths moving toward social change and
environmental sustainability.

Making, Breaking, and Keeping Election
Pledges in Twelve Countries

Syracuse University Press

Mar 2019 352pp
9780472131211 Hardback £69.95 / €82.00

MAKING PEACE WITH REFERENDUMS

Edited by Elin Naurin, Terry J. Royed & Robert Thomson
New Comparative Politics
When people discuss politics, they often mention the
promises politicians make during election campaigns.
Promises raise hopes that positive policy changes are
possible, but people are generally sceptical. This book
reveals the extent to and conditions under which
governments fulfil party promises.

Cyprus and Northern Ireland

THE QUALITY OF DIVIDED DEMOCRACIES

United Nations Publications

Minority Inclusion, Exclusion, and
Representation in the New Europe
Licia Cianetti

Mar 2019 272pp
9780472131167 Hardback £61.95 / €72.00

New Comparative Politics
Considers how democracy works, or fails to work, in ethnoculturally divided societies. This book advances a new
theoretical approach to assessing the quality of democracy
in divided societies, and puts it into practice with the
focused comparison of two divided democracies - Estonia
and Latvia.

Joana Amaral

Apr 2019 192pp
9780815636427 Paperback £16.50 / €20.00
9780815636243 Hardback £45.50 / €53.00

Syracuse Studies on Peace and Conflict Resolution
For more information on this title, see page 21.

INTEGRATING A GENDER PERSPECTIVE
INTO HUMAN RIGHTS INVESTIGATIONS
Guidance and Practice

United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights
Mar 2019 58pp
9789211542257 Paperback £19.50 / €23.00

Provides practical guidance on the integration of a gender
perspective throughout the work of investigative bodies
or entities, from the planning phase to the investigations,
writing the report, and presenting its findings.

GENERAL & COMPARATIVE

GENERAL & COMPARATIVE
BESTSELLERS
Bocconi University Press
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Brookings Institution Press

REFORMING THE PUBLIC SECTOR
How to Achieve Better Transparency, Service,
and Leadership
Edited by Giovanni Tria & Giovanni Valotti

GAMES, POWER AND DEMOCRACIES
Gianluca Sgueo

2018 140pp
9788885486461 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

Discusses the promises and the challenges behind the use
of gamification in public governance, both at the national
and supranational levels. The book provides definitions
and examples of the application if gamification within
the private and public sectors, and introduces readers to
problems linked with the use of gamification.
Not for sale in Italy

2012 311pp
9780815722885 Paperback £27.95 / €33.00

Brookings-SSPA Series on Public Administration
Presents comparative perspectives of government reform
and innovation, discussing three decades of reform in
public sector strategic management across nations.
The contributors examine specific reform-related issues
including the uses and abuses of public sector transparency,
the "Audit Explosion", and the relationship between public
service motivation and job satisfaction in Europe.

THE REGULATORY CRAFT

Broadview Press

Controlling Risks, Solving Problems, and
Managing Compliance

HUMAN RIGHTS

2000 370pp
9780815780656 Paperback £21.50 / €25.00

Concept and Context
Brian Orend

2002 272pp
9781551114361 Paperback £29.95 / €35.00

What justifies us in believing we have them? What are
rights-holders and duty-bearers? Who should bear the
costs and responsibilities for making human rights real?
Why have some criticized the human rights perspective?
And how can those supportive of human rights best
respond? These and other conceptual issues are discussed
in this book.

Malcolm K. Sparrow

Tackles one of the most pressing public policy issues of our
time - the reform of regulatory and enforcement practice.
Malcolm Sparrow shows how the vogue prescriptions for
reform fail to take account of the distinctive character of
regulatory responsibilities - which involve the delivery of
obligations rather than just services.

Hoover Institution Press

WHY GOVERNMENT IS THE PROBLEM
Milton Friedman

1993 18pp
9780817954420 Paperback £4.95 / €6.00

Hoover Essays
Friedman discusses a government system that is no
longer controlled by "we, the people". Instead of Lincoln's
government "of the people, by the people, and for the
people", we now have a government "of the people, by
the bureaucrats, for the bureaucrats", including the elected
representatives who have become bureaucrats.
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Lynne Rienner Publishers

DOING COMPARATIVE POLITICS
An Introduction to Approaches &
Issues, Third Edition
Timothy C. Lim

2016 350pp
9781626374508 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

Designed to teach students how to think comparatively
and theoretically about the world they live in, this book is
organised around a set of critical questions - Why are poor
countries poor? Why is East Asia relatively prosperous?
What makes a democracy? How can we explain terrorism
and genocide? What leads people to mobilize around a
cause? - each the topic of a full chapter.

THE MIGRATION READER
Exploring Politics and Policies

Edited by Anthony M. Messina & Gallya Lahav
2005 702pp
9781588263391 Paperback £34.95 / €41.00

Introduces articles and documents that analyze the
complex phenomenon of transnational migration and the
challenges it poses for contemporary societies, states, and
international relations.

THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL IN
THE 21ST CENTURY

Edited by Sebastian von Einsiedel, David M. Malone &
Bruno Stagno Ugarte
2015 998pp
9781626372597 Paperback £26.95 / €32.00

After grappling for two decades with the realities of the
post–Cold War era, the UN Security Council must now
meet the challenges of a resurgence of great power rivalry.
Reflecting this new environment, this title provides a
comprehensive view of the council's internal dynamics, its
role and relevance in world politics, and its performance in
addressing today's major security challenges.

Rutgers University Press

UNDERSTANDING THE AGE OF
TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
Crimes, Courts, Commissions, and Chronicling
Edited by Nanci Adler

2018 250pp, 10 images, 4 tables
9780813597768 Paperback £28.95 / €34.00

An Historical Introduction to Contemporary
Politics, Second Edition

Genocide, Political Violence, Human Rights
Analyses the processes, products, and efficacy of a
number of transitional justice mechanisms and looks
at how genocide, mass political violence, and historical
injustices are being institutionally addressed. Contributors
invite readers to speculate on what (else) the transcripts
produced by these institutions tell us about the past and
the present.

2004 320pp, maps
9781588262899 Paperback £19.95 / €23.00

United Nations Publications

Opello and Rosow argue that the current neo-liberal
state does not represent a new form, but is an attempt
to reconstitute the managerial state in the context of
globalisation.

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS

THE NATION-STATE AND
GLOBAL ORDER		
Walter C. Opello & Stephen J. Rosow

70th Anniversary Edition

United Nations Department of Public Information
2018 14pp
9789211013764 Paperback £2.95 / €4.00

The first international agreement setting out freedoms,
rights and entitlements for all humanity to claim. It
emphasizes the inextricable relationship between
fundamental freedoms and social justice, and their
connection with peace and security.

REGIONAL POLITICS • EUROPE

REGIONAL POLITICS
EUROPE
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The University of Georgia Press

NORM DIFFUSION AND HIV/AIDS
GOVERNANCE IN PUTIN'S RUSSIA AND
MBEKI'S SOUTH AFRICA
Vlad Kravtsov

Academic Studies Press

IVAN FRANKO AND HIS COMMUNITY
Yaroslav Hrytsak
Translated by Marta Daria Olynyk

2018 570pp
9781618119681 Paperback £34.50 / €41.00

Ukrainian Studies
In this Ukrainian bestseller, now available in English for
the first time, Yaroslav Hrytsak examines the first three
decades (1856-86) in the life of Ivan Franko, a prominent
writer, scholar, journalist, and political activist who became
an indisputable leader in the forging of modern Ukrainian
national identity.

Jan 2019 280pp
9780820355481 Paperback £23.95 / €28.00

Studies in Security and International Affairs
In this study, Vlad Kravtsov argues that recent debates
about the nature of authority in Putin's Russia and Mbeki's
South Africa have resulted in a set of unique ideas on
the cardinal goals of the state. This is the first book to
explore how these consensual ideas have shaped health
governance and impinged on norm diffusion processes.

IGI Global

MEMORY, IDENTITY, AND NATIONALISM
IN EUROPEAN REGIONS
Edited by Victor Apryshchenko & Oxana Karnaukhova

Brookings Institution Press

THE DISSIDENTS
A Memoir of Working with the Resistance in
Russia, 1960-1990
Peter Reddaway

Nov 2019 320pp
9780815737735 Hardback £24.95 / €29.00

It has been nearly three decades since the collapse of
the Soviet Union - enough time for the role that the
courageous dissidents ultimately contributed to the
communist system's collapse to have been largely
forgotten. This book brings to life, for contemporary
readers, the often underground work of the men and
women who opposed the regime.

Apr 2019 350pp
9781522583929 Hardback £178.00 / €209.00

Investigates the interactions between politics and
managed historical memory and the discourse of
ethnicity in European regions. Featuring topics such as
anthropology, memory politics, and national identity, this
book is designed for scholars, practitioners, specialists, and
politicians.

Information Age Publishing

LEARNING WITH LENIN
Selected Works on Education and Revolution
Edited by Derek R. Ford & Curry Malott

Jan 2019 668pp
9781641135153 Paperback £63.50 / €73.00
9781641135160 Hardback £89.95 / €105.00

Marxist, Socialist, and Communist Studies in Education
Brings together for the first time Lenin's classic texts
and his speeches and writings on education. To facilitate
educators and activists' engagement with these works, a
study and discussion guide accompanies each text.
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University of Michigan Press

University of Pittsburgh Press

THE POLITICAL INFLUENCE OF BUSINESS
IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

THE FIREBIRD

Mar 2019 232pp, 33 charts, 11 tables
9780472131181 Hardback £61.95 / €72.00

Sep 2019 350pp, 20 b&w photos and illustrations
9780822945925 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

Andreas Dur, David Marshall & Patrick Bernhagen

New Comparative Politics
Many citizens, politicians, and political activists voice
concern about the political influence of business in the
European Union (EU). Contrary to expectations, this book
shows that business is no more influential than other
interests in shaping contemporary EU policies.

The Elusive Fate of Russian Democracy
Andrei Kozyrev

Russian and East European Studies
The former Russian Foreign Minister under Boris Yeltsin;
Andrei Kozyrev takes the reader into the corridors of power
to provide a startling eyewitness account of the collapse
of the Soviet Union, the struggle to create a democratic
Russia in its place, and how the promise of a better future
led to the tragic outcome that changed our world forever.

University Press of Mississippi

GRAPHIC SATIRE IN
THE SOVIET UNION
Krokodil's
Political Cartoons
John Etty

2018 240pp
9781496821089 Paperback
£29.50 / €34.00
9781496820525 Hardback
£87.95 / €102.00

After the death of Joseph
Stalin, Soviet-era Russia
experienced a flourishing
artistic movement due to relaxed censorship and economic
growth. In this atmosphere of freedom, Russia's satirical
magazine Krokodil became rejuvenated. John Etty explores
Soviet graphic satire through Krokodil and its political
cartoons.

University of Notre Dame Press

IRELAND'S REVOLUTIONARY DIPLOMAT
A Biography of Leopold Kerney
Barry Whelan

Jan 2019 330pp
9780268105051 Hardback £52.95 / €61.00

Leopold Kerney was one of the most influential diplomats
of twentieth-century Irish history. This book presents the
first comprehensive biography of Kerney's career in its
entirety from his recruitment to the diplomatic service to
his time in France, Spain, Argentina, and Chile.

EUROPE BESTSELLERS
Brookings Institution Press

MR. PUTIN
Operative in the Kremlin,
New & Expanded Edition
Fiona Hill & Clifford G. Gaddy

2015 533pp
9780815726173 Paperback £27.50 / €32.00

For full details of this title, see page 8.

THE NEW AUTOCRACY
Information, Politics, and Policy in
Putin's Russia
Edited by Daniel Treisman

2018 316pp
9780815732433 Paperback £29.95 / €35.00

The result of a two-year collaboration between Russian
experts and Western political scholars, this volume
explores the complex roles of Russia's presidency, security
services, parliament, media and other actors.

PUTIN'S COUNTERREVOLUTION
Sergey Aleksashenko

2018 220pp
9780815732761 Paperback £31.50 / €37.00

During his nearly twenty years at the centre of Russian
political power, Vladimir Putin has transformed the vast
country in many ways, not all of them for the better. This
volume examines how Putin's autocracy has undercut
Russia's economy and chances for democracy.
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RUSSIA AND THE NEW WORLD DISORDER
Bobo Lo

2015 336pp
9780815726098 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

For full details of this title, see page 8.

THE SOVIET MIND
Russian Culture Under Communism
Isaiah Berlin
Edited by Henry Hardy

2011 242pp
9780815721550 Paperback £18.50 / €22.00

Isaiah Berlin's response to the Soviet Union was central to
his identity, both personally and intellectually. The Soviet
Mind is invaluable for policy makers, students and anyone
interested in Russian politics.

Lynne Rienner Publishers

UNDERSTANDING
CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA
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NORTH AMERICA
The University of Alabama Press

ALEXANDER HAMILTON'S
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Richard T. Green

Apr 2019 264pp
9780817320164 Hardback £52.95 / €61.00

Considers Alexander Hamilton both as a founder of the
American republic, steeped in the currents of political
philosophy and science of his day, and as its chief
administrative theorist and craftsman, deeply involved in
establishing the early institutions and policies that would
bring his interpretation of the written Constitution to life.

The University of Arizona Press

Second Edition

CHICANO COMMUNISTS AND THE
STRUGGLE FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE

Edited by Michael L. Bressler

Enrique M. Buelna

2018 450pp
9781626377110 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

Apr 2019 320pp, 32 b&w illustrations
9780816538669 Hardback £57.95 / €67.00

Russia today is in many ways different from the country
portrayed a decade ago in the first edition of this book. The
authors of this volume provide sophisticated yet accessible
introductions to the country's history, domestic politics,
economy, foreign policy, society, and culture. The result is a
well-grounded exploration of the realities of contemporary
Russia.

Examining the role of Mexican American working class
and radical labour activism in American history, Enrique
Buelna focuses on the work of the radical Left, particularly
the Communist Party USA. Buelna follows the thread of
radical activism and the depth of its influence on Mexican
Americans struggling to achieve social justice and equality.

Brookings Institution Press

U.S. INSPECTORS GENERAL
Truth Tellers in Turbulent Times

Charles A. Johnson & Kathryn E. Newcomer
Sep 2019 233pp
9780815737773 Paperback £28.95 / €34.00

Examines the “strategic environment” in which inspectors
general work and interact with a variety of stakeholders,
inside and outside the government. This book is based
on in-depth case studies, a survey of inspectors general,
and a review of public documents related to the work of
inspectors general.
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WORDS THAT MATTER
How the News and Social Media Shaped the
2016 Presidential Campaign
Leticia Bode et al

Jan 2020 200pp
9780815731917 Hardback £21.50 / €25.00

Assesses how the news media covered the extraordinary
2016 US presidential election and, more importantly,
what information - true, false, or somewhere in between actually helped voters make up their minds. The evidence
uncovered shows how Donald Trump's victory, and Hillary
Clinton's loss, resulted in large part from how the news
media responded to these two unique candidates.

Cognella Academic Publishing

University Press of Florida

FLORIDA AND THE 2016 ELECTION OF
DONALD J. TRUMP
Edited by Matthew T. Corrigan & Michael Binder
2018 192pp, 37 b&w illustrations, 18 tables
9780813056234 Hardback £94.95 / €109.00

Showing how "chaos candidate" Donald Trump scored
critical victories in Florida in an election cycle that defied
conventional political wisdom, this volume offers
surprising insights into the 2016 Republican primary and
presidential election.

ROBERT R. CHURCH JR. AND THE AFRICAN
AMERICAN POLITICAL STRUGGLE
Darius J. Young

FREE SPEECH
Supreme Court Opinions from the Beginning
to the Roberts Court
William Bennett Turner

Jan 2019 428pp
9781516538881 Paperback £91.50 / €107.00

Presents a collection of Supreme Court opinions on the
topic of free speech. These opinions help students learn
how justices think, reason, express themselves, wrestle
with contentious issues, and reach decisions on them.

INTRODUCTION TO
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Laura Schneider

Jan 2019 514pp
9781634879965 Paperback £155.00 / €182.00

Encourages students to think critically about current
issues in politics and policy and to question how and
why America has achieved its current position politically.
Students learn the fundamentals of democracy, the
Constitution, and Federalism and become familiar with
the judicial and executive branches of government, the
President, and Congress.

Jan 2019 176pp, 6 b&w photos
9780813056272 Hardback £84.50 / €97.00

Highlights the little-known story of Robert R. Church Jr.,
the most prominent black Republican of the 1920s and
1930s. Tracing Church's crusade to make race an important
part of the national political conversation, Darius Young
reveals how Church and other black leaders of the period
were critical to the early years of the civil rights struggle.

SEAMS OF EMPIRE
Race and Radicalism in Puerto Rico and the
United States
Carlos Alamo-Pastrana

Feb 2019 232pp, 11 b&w photos
9780813064253 Paperback £26.50 / €31.00

Early twentieth-century writers, journalists, and
activists scrutinized both Puerto Rico's and the US's
institutionalized racism and colonialism in an attempt
to spur reform, leaving an archive of often-overlooked
political writings. Carlos Alamo-Pastrana uses racial
imbrication as a framework for reading this archive of
little-known writings.
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The University of Georgia Press

DETAIN AND DEPORT
The Chaotic U.S. Immigration
Enforcement Regime
Nancy Hiemstra

Jan 2019 208pp
9780820354637 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00
9780820354651 Hardback £82.50 / €96.00

Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation
Tracing the rise in criminalization of immigrant
communities, the book outlines a groundbreaking
transnational ethnographic approach.

THE DRUM
MAJOR INSTINCT
Martin Luther
King Jr.'s Theory of
Political Service

FROM SUFFRAGE TO THE SENATE
America’s Political Women – An Encyclopedia
of Leaders, Causes & Issues, Fourth Edition
Edited by Suzanne O'Dea

Aug 2019 800pp, 2 volumes
9781642650976 Hardback £248.00 / €286.00

A comprehensive and valuable compendium of
biographies of leading women in US politics, past and
present, and an examination of the wide range of women's
movements.

THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT
Fourth Edition

Edited by Glenn Utter

Dec 2019 600pp
9781642651072 Hardback £160.00 / €185.00

Timely and unbiased, this edition updates and expands its
examination of the religious right and its influence on the
US government, citizens, society, and politics.

Justin Rose

Jan 2019 144pp
9780820355542 Paperback
£23.95 / €28.00
9780820355528 Hardback
£82.50 / €96.00

The Morehouse College King
Collection Series on Civil and
Human Rights
Though there are several studies devoted to aspects of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s intellectual thought, there has been
no comprehensive study of his theory of political service.
In The Drum Major Instinct, Justin Rose draws on King's
sermons, political speeches, and writings to construct and
conceptualize his politics as a unified theory.

University of Hawai'i Press

BEYOND ETHNICITY
New Politics of Race in Hawai‘i

Edited by Camilla Fojas, Rudy P. Guevarra &
Nitasha Tamar Sharma
Apr 2019 288pp
9780824869892 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

Examines the dynamics between race, ethnicity, and
indigeneity to challenge the primacy of ethnicity and
cultural practices for examining difference in Hawai‘i while
recognising the significant role of settler colonialism. This
original volume reveals what a racial analysis illuminates
about the current political configuration of the islands.

Grey House Publishing
Hoover Institution Press

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE UNITED STATES
CABINET, 1789-2019
Third Edition

Edited by Dewayne Dean

Sep 2019 800pp, 2 volumes
9781642650990 Hardback £267.00 / €308.00

This authoritative, multi-volume work showcases the
cabinets of all 44 presidential administrations, from
George Washington to Barack Obama. No other source
provides such insight into this important political body.
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HOW PUBLIC POLICY BECAME WAR
David Davenport & Gordon Lloyd

May 2019 176pp
9780817922641 Hardback £19.50 / €23.00

As a response to the Great Depression, President Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal is widely understood as a turning
point in American history. David Davenport and Gordon
Lloyd go even further, calling the New Deal "America's
French Revolution", refashioning American government
and public policy in ways that have grown to epic
proportions today.
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THINKING ABOUT THE FUTURE

Independent Institute

May 2019 248pp
9780817922542 Hardback £24.50 / €29.00

WAR AND THE ROGUE PRESIDENCY

George P. Shultz

In Thinking About the Future, George Shultz has collected
and revisited key writings, applying his past thinking to
America's most pressing contemporary problems. Each
chapter includes new commentary from the author,
providing context, colour, and behind-the-scenes glimpses
of how decisions are made in the halls of power.

H.W. Wilson

DEMOCRACY EVOLVING

Restoring the Republic after
Congressional Failure
Ivan Eland

May 2019 350pp
9781598133226 Hardback £27.50 / €32.00

Discusses the limited role for the presidency that America's
founders envisioned and its evolution into an out-ofcontrol imperial position of power. Dr. Eland concludes
that the presidency has gained more power through
congressional timidity and abdication rather than through
presidential overreach.

Edited by H.W. Wilson

Aug 2019 277pp
9781642652215 Paperback £73.50 / €84.00

Reference Shelf
Takes a closer look at America's evolving ideas about
the nature and value of the democratic system. A select
collection of primary and secondary sources provide
viewpoints and arguments on the issue of democracy's
past, present, and future, and cover issues like the rise and
fall of American socialism, and views on how America's
political system embodies and fails to embody democratic
ideals.

REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN SPEECHES,
2017-2018
Edited by H.W. Wilson

Mar 2019 255pp
9781682178690 Paperback £73.50 / €84.00

Reference Shelf
Selected from a diverse field of speakers, this volume offers
some of the most engaging American speeches of the year.
Distinguished by its diversity, covering areas in politics,
education, popular culture, as well as trending topics in
the news, these speeches provide an interesting format to
explore some of the year's most important stories.

University Press of Kansas

ALL ROADS LEAD TO POWER
Appointed and Elected Paths to
Public Office for US Women
Kaitlin Sidorsky

May 2019 248pp
9780700627868 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

Analysing an original survey of political appointments at
all levels of state government, All Roads Lead to Power offers
an expanded, more nuanced view of women in politics.
This book also questions the manner in which political
ambition, particularly among women, is typically studied
and understood.

AN ANTI-FEDERALIST CONSTITUTION
The Development of Dissent in the
Ratification Debates
Michael J. Faber

May 2019 536pp
9780700627776 Hardback £52.95 / €61.00

What would an Anti-Federalist Constitution look like?
Michael Faber presents an alternative perspective on
constitutional history. Telling, in a sense, the other side of
the story of the Constitution, his book offers key insights
into the ideas that helped to form America's founding
document.
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A CONSTITUTION IN FULL
Recovering the Unwritten Foundation of
American Liberty
Peter Augustine Lawler & Richard M. Reinsch II
May 2019 216pp
9780700627813 Hardback £31.50 / €37.00

When political debates devolve into a contest between
big-government progressivism and natural rights
individualism, Americans tend to appeal to the “selfevident” truths inscribed in the Constitution. But Peter
Lawler and Richard Reinsch remind us that these truths
are untethered from a prior, unwritten constitution
presupposed by the Framers.

DONKEY WORK
Congressional Democrats in Conservative
America, 1974-1994
Patrick Andelic

May 2019 304pp
9780700628032 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

What happened to the Democratic Party after the 1960s?
In many political histories, the McGovern defeat of 1972
announced the party's decline - and the conservative
movement's ascent. What the conventional narrative
neglects, Patrick Andelic submits, is the role of Congress in
the party's, and the nation's, political fortunes.

MOMS IN CHIEF
The Rhetoric of Republican Motherhood and
the Spouses of Presidential Nominees,
1992–2016
Tammy R. Vigil

Mar 2019 272pp
9780700627486 Hardback £31.50 / €37.00

An examination of how the spouses of recent presidential
candidates have presented themselves and been perceived
on the campaign trail, Moms in Chief reveals the ways in
which the age-old rhetoric of republican motherhood
maintains its hold on the public portrayal of womanhood in
American politics and constrains American women's status.
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NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV'S JOURNEY
INTO AMERICA
Matthew Schoenbachler & Lawrence J. Nelson
Jun 2019 296pp
9780700627882 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

When Nikita Khrushchev toured America in 1959,
the country was enjoying a period of unprecedented
prosperity, just as the Cold War and the possibility of
thermonuclear annihilation were causing widespread
dread throughout the land. This book for the first time fully
explores Khrushchev's journey as a reflection of a critical
moment in US life.

THE OBAMA LEGACY

Edited by Bert A. Rockman & Andrew Rudalevige
Jun 2019 384pp
9780700627905 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00

Leading observers and scholars of US politics examine
President Barack Obama's choices, operating style, and
opportunities taken and missed, as well as the institutional
and political constraints on the president's policy agenda.

REPUGNANT LAWS
Judicial Review of Acts of Congress from
the Founding to the Present
Keith E. Whittington

May 2019 432pp
9780700627790 Hardback £42.50 / €49.00

In a polarized time of partisan fervour, the US Supreme
Court's routine work of judicial review is increasingly
viewed through a political lens, decried by one side or the
other as judicial overreach, or “legislating from the bench”.
But is this really the case? Keith Whittington asks in this
volume, a first-of-its-kind history of judicial review.

ROBERT H. MICHEL
Leading the Republican House Minority
Edited by Frank H. Mackaman & Sean Q. Kelly
Apr 2019 432pp
9780700627592 Hardback £31.50 / €37.00

Congressional scholars, historians, and political scientists
provide a compelling picture of Bob Michel and the
congressional politics of his day. Marshalling a wealth of
biographical, historical, and political detail, they describe
Michel's House of Representatives and how the institution
became what it is now.
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A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE
Arthur Fletcher and the Conundrum of the
Black Republican
David Hamilton Golland

Apr 2019 400pp
9780700627646 Hardback £42.50 / €49.00

Arthur Fletcher (1924-2005) was the most important civil
rights leader you've (probably) never heard of. Fletcher's
story, told in full for the first time in this book, embodies
the conundrum of the post-World War II black Republican the civil rights leader who remained loyal to the party even
as it abandoned the principles he espoused.

Lynne Rienner Publishers

RELIGIOUS IDENTITY IN US POLITICS
Matthew R. Miles

Aug 2019 175pp
9781626378094 Hardback £80.50 / €93.00

While existing scholarship addresses the influence of
religious affiliation on political attitudes and behaviours
in the US, a number of questions remain unanswered.
Matthew Miles demonstrates that a more complete
conceptualization of religion as a social identity can help to
explain many of those puzzles.

TWO SUNS OF
THE SOUTHWEST

SPYING
Assessing US Domestic
Intelligence Since 9/11

Lyndon Johnson,
Barry Goldwater,
and the 1964 Battle
Between Liberalism
and Conservatism
Nancy Beck Young

Jun 2019 304pp
9780700627950 Hardback
£36.95 / €43.00

Over time the presidential
election of 1964 has come
to be seen as a generational shift, a defining moment
in which Americans deliberated between two different
visions for the future. In its juxtaposition of these
divergent visions, Two Suns of the Southwest is the first full
account of this critical election and its legacy for US politics.

Darren E. Tromblay

Apr 2019 245pp
9781626377806 Hardback
£80.50 / €93.00

Initiated in the aftermath of
the September 11 terrorist
attacks, have the reforms of
the US intelligence enterprise
served their purpose? Darren
Tromblay explores this
question in his thorough, often provocative, assessment of
post–9/11 US domestic intelligence activities in the pursuit
of national security.

University of Massachusetts Press
The Kent State University Press

FROM GARFIELD TO HARDING
The Success of Midwestern Front
Porch Campaigns
Jeffrey Normand Bourdon

Nov 2019 200pp
9781606353806 Hardback £31.50 / €37.00

Explores how front porch campaigns transformed
candidate interaction with the public. In 1880, James
Garfield decided to try something new: rather than run the
typical passive campaign for president, he would welcome
voters to his farm. Not only did Garfield win, but he started
a new campaign technique.

IN SULLIVAN'S SHADOW
The Use and Abuse of Libel Law during the
Long Civil Rights Struggle
Aimee Edmondson

Aug 2019 312pp, 6 b&w illustrations
9781625344090 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00
9781625344083 Hardback £94.95 / €109.00

For many years, the far right has sown public distrust in
the media as a political strategy, weaponizing libel law in
an effort to stifle free speech and silence African American
dissent. In Sullivan's Shadow demonstrates that this strategy
was pursued throughout the civil rights era and beyond.
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McFarland

LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SLAVERY AND RACISM IN AMERICAN
POLITICS, 1776-1876

Party Participation and Partisan Politics

Aug 2019 184pp
9781476670997 Paperback £42.50 / €49.00

Legislative Politics and Policy Making
In recent Congresses, roughly half of the members of the
US House of Representatives served in whip organisations
and on party committees. According to Scott Meinke,
rising electoral competition and polarization over the past
40 years have altered the nature of party participation.

Michael C. Thomsett

From early legislation like the Fugitive Slave Law of 1793
to Reconstruction and the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, this
book explores the background of some of America's most
controversial moments. Spanning the first American
century, it offers a detailed chronology of slavery and
racism in early US politics and society.

University of Michigan Press

ELECTORAL INCENTIVES IN CONGRESS
Jamie L. Carson & Joel Sievert

Jul 2019 214pp, 21 tables, 12 charts
9780472037506 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

Legislative Politics and Policy Making
Investigates whether earlier legislators were motivated
by the same factors that influence their behaviour today,
especially in pursuit of re-election.

FOREIGN POLICY ADVOCACY
AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
How a New Generation in Congress is Shaping
U.S. Engagement with the World

Scott Meinke

Mar 2019 248pp, 28 tables, 13 figures
9780472037346 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

THE PRIMARY RULES
Parties, Voters, and
Presidential
Nominations
Caitlin E. Jewitt

Mar 2019 296pp, 33 figures,
31 tables
9780472131136 Hardback
£65.95 / €77.00

Based on 2016, it might seem
that the national parties
have little control over who
becomes their presidential
candidate. Yet the parties wield more influence than voters
in determining who prevails at the National Conventions.
The Primary Rules illuminates the balance of power that the
parties, states, and voters assert on the process.

Jeffrey S. Lantis

University Press of Mississippi

Highlights advocacy and activism across party lines and
probes implications for theory and policy-making. The
book explores original case studies of eight US policymakers who challenged authority during the Obama
administration - from war veterans and fundamentalist
Christian activists to former spies and minority legislators.

DREAM AND LEGACY

GENDERED VULNERABILITY

Examines how Martin Luther King's life and work had a
profound, if unpredictable, impact on the course of the
United States since the civil rights era. Collectively, these
pieces explore wide-ranging issues and contemporary
social developments through the lens of Dr. King's
perceptions, analysis, and prescriptions.

May 2019 336pp, 3 tables, 15 charts
9780472131310 Hardback £69.95 / €82.00

How Women Work Harder to Stay in Office
Jeffrey Lazarus & Amy Steigerwalt

Aug 2019 236pp, 32 tables, 28 charts
9780472037582 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

Legislative Politics and Policy Making
Examines the factors that make women politicians more
electorally vulnerable than their male counterparts. These
factors combine to convince women that they must work
harder to win elections - a phenomenon that Jeffrey Lazarus
and Amy Steigerwalt term "gendered vulnerability".
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Dr. Martin Luther King in the Post-Civil
Rights Era

Edited by Michael L. Clemons, Donathan L. Brown &
William H. L. Dorsey
Aug 2019 230pp, 7 figures, 6 tables
9781496823281 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00
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LYNCHING

JOSEPHUS DANIELS

Violence, Rhetoric, and American Identity

His Life and Times

Jan 2019 112pp, 13 b&w illustrations
9781496824080 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

2018 512pp, 26 illustrations
9781469653235 Paperback £31.95 / €37.00

Ersula J. Ore

Race, Rhetoric, and Media Series
Investigates lynching as a racialized practice of civic
engagement, in effect an argument against black inclusion
within the changing nation. Ersula Ore scrutinizes
the civic roots of lynching, the relationship between
lynching and white constitutionalism, and contemporary
manifestations of lynching discourse and logic today.

Lee A. Craig

As a longtime leader of the Democratic Party and key
member of Woodrow Wilson's cabinet, Josephus Daniels
was one of the most influential progressive politicians in
the US. Before that, Daniels revolutionized the newspaper
industry in the South. Lee Craig delves into Daniels's
extensive archive to inform this nuanced biography.

THE MEN AND
THE MOMENT

University of New Mexico Press

The Election of 1968
and the Rise of
Partisan Politics
in America

THE SPACE-AGE
PRESIDENCY OF
JOHN F. KENNEDY

Aram Goudsouzian

Apr 2019 224pp, 10 illustrations
9781469651095 Hardback
£26.50 / €31.00

A Rare Photographic
History
John Bisney & J.L. Pickering

Mar 2019 224pp, 528 colour photos
9780826358097 Hardback
£47.50 / €55.00

Captures the compelling story
of John F. Kennedy's role in
advancing the US's space
program, set against the Cold
War with the Soviet Union. The stunning collection of
history and photographs crafted by authors John Bisney
and J.L. Pickering illustrates Kennedy's close association
with the race to space during his time in office.

The University of North Carolina Press

FEMINISM FOR THE AMERICAS
The Making of an International Human
Rights Movement
Katherine M. Marino

Jan 2019 368pp, 28 illustrations
9781469649696 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

Gender and American Culture
Chronicles the dawn of the global women's rights in the
early twentieth century. The founding mothers of this
movement were not based primarily in the US or Europe.
Instead, Katherine Marino introduces readers to a cast of
remarkable Latin American and Caribbean women.

The presidential election
of 1968 forever changed
American politics. In this
character-driven narrative history, Aram Goudsouzian
portrays the key transformations that played out over that
dramatic year.

POLL POWER
The Voter Education Project and
the Movement for the Ballot in the
American South
Evan Faulkenbury

Feb 2019 216pp, 6 illustrations
9781469652009 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00
9781469651316 Hardback £94.95 / €109.00

Justice, Power, and Politics
Though local power had long existed in the hundreds of
southern towns and cities that saw organised civil rights
action, the Voter Education Project was vital to converting
that power into political motion. Evan Faulkenbury offers
an explanation of the crucial role philanthropy, outside
funding, and tax policy can play in social movements.

RADIO FREE DIXIE
Robert F. Williams and the Roots of Black
Power, Second Edition
Timothy B. Tyson

Feb 2019 424pp, 33 illustrations
9781469651873 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

Tells the remarkable story of Robert F. Williams (19251996), one of the most influential black activists of the
generation that toppled Jim Crow.
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THE WILD AND THE TOXIC
American Environmentalism and the
Politics of Health
Jennifer Thomson

Feb 2019 224pp, 2 illustrations
9781469651996 Paperback £31.50 / €37.00
9781469651644 Hardback £94.95 / €109.00

Health figures centrally in late twentieth-century
environmental activism. In this book, Jennifer Thomson
untangles the complex web of political, social, and
intellectual developments that gave rise to the multiplicity
of claims and concerns about environmental health.
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University of Pittsburgh Press

DAUGHTER OF THE COLD WAR
A Memoir

Grace Kennan Warnecke

Apr 2019 290pp, 33 b&w photos
9780822965893 Paperback £18.95 / €22.00

University of Notre Dame Press

Russian and East European Studies
Grace Kennan Warnecke's memoir is about a life lived on
the edge of history. This compelling and evocative memoir
allows readers to follow Grace's amazing path through life
- a whirlwind journey of survival, risk, and self-discovery
through a kaleidoscope of many countries, historic events,
and fascinating people.

COLIN POWELL

Purdue University Press

Imperfect Patriot
Jeffrey J. Matthews

PRESIDENT TRUMP'S
FIRST TERM

For the past three decades, Colin Powell has been among
America's most trusted and admired leaders. This
biography demonstrates that Powell's decades-long
development as an exemplary subordinate is crucial to
understanding his astonishing rise from a working-class
immigrant neighbourhood to the highest echelons of
power.

The Year in C-SPAN
Archives Research,
Volume 5

Feb 2019 370pp
9780268105099 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

THE FRAMERS' INTENTIONS
The Myth of the Nonpartisan Constitution
Robert E. Ross

May 2019 294pp
9780268105495 Hardback £52.95 / €61.00

Addresses an unresolved constitutional question: why did
political parties emerge after the framers designed the
Constitution to prevent them? This book connects political
parties and the two-party system with the Constitution in
a way that no previous work has, providing a foundation
for the party system within American constitutionalism.

THE GLORY AND THE BURDEN
The American Presidency from FDR to Trump
Robert Schmuhl

Sep 2019 162pp
9780268106737 Hardback £26.50 / €31.00

A timely examination of the state of the American
presidency and the forces that have shaped it over the
past seventy-five years, with an emphasis on the dramatic
changes that have taken place within the institution and to
the individuals occupying the Oval Office.

Edited by Robert X. Browning
Dec 2019 290pp
9781557538826 Paperback
£52.95 / €61.00

Year in C-SPAN Archives
Research
This fifth volume of the
C-SPAN Archives research
focuses on the Trump presidency in the first term. Chapters
address his moral language, his rhetoric on climate
change, and African American support for Trump. Other
chapters study congressional influence on immigration
policy, nonverbal cues in congressional speeches, and
congressional debates.

Rutgers University Press

LOVE, ANARCHY, & EMMA GOLDMAN
Candace Falk

Jun 2019 250pp
9781978804289 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00
9781978806467 Hardback £49.50 / €58.00

Provides an account of Emma Goldman's career as a
political activist. But it also offers an intimate look at how
her passion for social reform dovetailed with her passion
for one man.
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SHALL NOT BE DENIED

University of Tennessee Press

Women Fight for the Vote
Library of Congress

May 2019 172pp, 150 colour and b&w illustrations
9781978808911 Paperback £19.95 / €24.00

A beautifully illustrated history of the struggle for women's
right to vote. The book is divided into four chronological
sections featuring brief introductory essays all illustrated
with colour and black and white images from the Library's
collection.

Southern Illinois University Press

ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S STATESMANSHIP
AND THE LIMITS OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
Jon D. Schaff

Jul 2019 280pp
9780809337378 Hardback £36.50 / €42.00

A groundbreaking study that assesses the presidency of
Abraham Lincoln through the lenses of governmental
power, economic policy, expansion of executive power,
and natural rights to show how Lincoln not only believed
in the limitations of presidential power but also dedicated
his presidency to restraining the scope and range of it.

THE NEW CHICAGO WAY
Lessons from Other Big Cities

ANDREW JACKSON
A Rhetorical Portrayal of
Presidential Leadership
Amos Kiewe

Feb 2019
9781621904472 Hardback £42.50 / €49.00

Offers significant insight into one of America's most
famous – and infamous – presidents, and adds new and
critical information to the study of rhetoric and politics in
the United States.

The University of Utah Press

FEED MY SHEEP
The Life of Alberta Henry
Colleen Whitley

Jul 2019 392pp, 12 illustrations
9781607816935 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

While Martin Luther King Jr., Medgar Evers, and Malcolm
X led the struggle for civil rights at a national level, Alberta
Henry campaigned tirelessly for equality at a local level.
Colleen Whitley provides an exceptional first-person
account of an African American woman leader and her role
in the Civil Rights Movement in Utah.

Edgar H. Bachrach & Austin Ray Berg

Jan 2019 272pp, 5 illustrations
9780809337514 Paperback £21.50 / €24.00

Compares the decisions about Chicago's governance and
finances with choices made in fourteen other large US
cities. The problems that seem unique to Chicago have
been encountered elsewhere, and Chicagoans, the authors
posit, can learn from the successful solutions other cities
have embraced.

University of Virginia Press

HISTORIAN IN CHIEF
How Presidents Interpret the Past to
Shape the Future
Edited by Seth Cotlar & Richard J. Ellis

Apr 2019 296pp, 4 b&w illustrations
9780813942520 Hardback £41.95 / €48.00

In this engaging and insightful volume, Seth Cotlar
and Richard Ellis bring together historians and political
scientists to explore how eleven American presidents
deployed their power to shape the nation's collective
memory and its political future.
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PRESERVING THE WHITE MAN'S REPUBLIC

WALTER F. WHITE

Jacksonian Democracy, Race, and the
Transformation of American Conservatism

The NAACP's Ambassador for Racial Justice

Joshua A. Lynn

Apr 2019 264pp, 3 b&w illustrations
9780813942506 Hardback £41.95 / €48.00

Responding to fears of African American and female
political agency, this book shows how Democrats in
the late 1840s and 1850s reinvented themselves as
"conservatives" and repurposed Jacksonian Democracy as
a tool for local majorities of white men to police racial and
gender boundaries by democratically withholding rights.

TRUMP
The First Two Years
Michael Nelson

Jan 2019 268pp
9780813942797 Paperback
£21.50 / €25.00

Miller Center Studies on the
Presidency
On the first anniversary of
Donald Trump's presidency,
Michael Nelson published
Trump's First Year, a nonpartisan assessment of the
most unusual years in presidential history. At the midpoint
of Trump's term, Nelson has updated his book to include
the second year, which if anything has proven to be even
more remarkable.

West Virginia University Press
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Ronald L. Lewis & Robert L. Zangrando

2018 468pp
9781946684622 Hardback £58.50 / €68.00

Walter F. White joined the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in 1918 and
became its head in 1929, a position he maintained until
his death in 1955. In this comprehensive biography,
Zangrando and Lewis seek to provide a reassessment of
White within the context of his own time, revising critical
interpretations of his career.

NORTH AMERICA BESTSELLERS
Brookings Institution Press

AMERICAN GRAND STRATEGY IN THE
AGE OF TRUMP
Hal Brands

2017 200pp
9780815732785 Paperback £21.50 / €25.00

American foreign policy is in a state of upheaval. The rise
of Donald Trump and his "America First" platform have
created more uncertainty about America's role in the world
than at any time in recent decades. In this book, a leading
scholar of grand strategy helps to make sense of the
headlines and the upheaval by providing sharp yet nuanced
assessments of the most critical issues in American grand
strategy today.

LOWEST WHITE BOY

GET OUT THE VOTE

Jan 2019 168pp, 21 illustrations
9781946684967 Paperback £19.50 / €23.00

Donald P. Green & Alan S. Gerber

Greg Bottoms

In Place
An innovative, hybrid work of literary nonfiction, Lowest
White Boy takes its title from Lyndon Johnson’s observation
during the civil rights era: “If you can convince the lowest
white man he’s better than the best colored man, he won’t
notice you’re picking his pocket.”

How to Increase Voter
Turnout, Third Edition
2015 260pp
9780815725688 Paperback
£18.50 / €22.00

Donald Green and Alan Gerber
broke ground by introducing
a new scientific approach
to the challenge of voter
mobilization and influenced
how campaigns operate in
the first two editions of Get Out the Vote. In this expanded
edition, they incorporate data from more than 100 new
studies, to shed new light on the efficiency of various
campaign tactics.
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LATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN
HIGHLIGHT

PATHS FOR CUBA
Reforming
Communism in
Comparative
Prospective

Lynne Rienner Publishers

THE POLITICS OF ABORTION IN
LATIN AMERICA
Public Debates, Private Lives
Jane Marcus-Delgado

Oct 2019 190pp
9781626378063 Hardback £72.95 / €84.00

With Latin America home to some of the most draconian
bans on abortion in the world, abortion rights is one of
the most controversial and hotly-contested topics in Latin
American politics today. Jane Marcus-Delgado explores the
ways in which key actors participate and shape strategies
in the ongoing debate.

University of Michigan Press
Pitt Latin American Series

WATER AND POLITICS
Clientelism and Reform in Urban Mexico
Veronica Herrera

Jul 2019 280pp, 11 tables, 3 figures
9780472037490 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

University of Pittsburgh Press

When do politicians forgo the clientelistic manipulation of
water services and invest in programmatic and universal
service provision? Water and Politics finds that middle-class
and industrial elites play an important role in generating
pressure for public service reforms.

Brookings Institution Press

MEMORY, MIGRATION AND
(DE)COLONISATION IN THE
CARIBBEAN AND BEYOND
Edited by Jack Webb et al

Nov 2019 250pp
9781908857651 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

Provides interdisciplinary perspectives on the interpellation
of migration and (de)colonisation, paying particular
attention to how these two phenomena have been
experienced and have impacted upon one another in the
Caribbean and its diasporas.
Institute of Latin American Studies

University of Notre Dame Press

FROM REVOLUTION TO POWER IN BRAZIL
How Radical Leftists Embraced Capitalism and
Struggled with Leadership
Kenneth P. Serbin

Jun 2019 460pp
9780268105853 Hardback £63.50 / €73.00

Kellogg Institute Series on Democracy and Development
Based on two decades of research and more than three
hundred hours of interviews with former members of the
revolutionary organisation National Liberating Action,
Serbin's is the first book to bring the story of Brazil's long
night of dictatorship into the present.
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University of Pittsburgh Press

THE OPEN INVITATION
Video Activism and the Politics of Affect
Freya Schiwy

Apr 2019 277pp, 50 illustrations
9780822965749 Paperback £42.50 / €49.00

Pitt Illuminations
Freya Schiwy argues that transnational activist videos
and community videos in indigenous languages reveal
collaborations and places these videos in dialogue with
recent efforts to understand the political with communality.

PATHS FOR CUBA
Reforming Communism in
Comparative Prospective

Edited by Scott Morgenstern, Jorge Perez-Lopez &
Jerome Branche
Jan 2019 376pp, 16 Illustrations
9780822965497 Paperback £36.95 / €43.00

Pitt Latin American Series
For more information on this title, see page 40.

TOUGH ON CRIME
The Rise of Punitive Populism in Latin America
Michelle D. Bonner

Sep 2019 208pp, 5 tables
9780822945826 Hardback £36.95 / €43.00

Pitt Latin American Series
This book might be a first step toward reducing punitive
populism. Based on 194 in-depth interviews, Tough on
Crime examines the cases of Argentina and Chile. The
author's findings contribute to broader discussions about
the causes of the rise of punitive populism, as well as the
challenges it poses to police reforms and democracy.

Rutgers University Press

PARCELS
Memories of Salvadoran Migration
Mike Anastario

May 2019 200pp, 12 b&w illustrations
9780813595221 Paperback £22.95 / €27.00
9780813595238 Hardback £82.50 / €96.00

Latinidad: Transnational Cultures
In light of new proposals to control undocumented
migrants in the United States, Parcels prioritizes rural
Salvadoran remembering in an effort to combat the
collective amnesia that supports the logic of these
historically myopic strategies.
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LATIN AMERICA & THE
CARIBBEAN BESTSELLERS
Brookings Institution Press

DRAGON IN THE TROPICS
The Legacy of Hugo Chávez, Second Edition
Javier Corrales & Michael Penfold

2015 224pp
9780815725930 Paperback £23.50 / €27.00

With the death of Venezuelan president Hugo
Chávez, demand has developed for an update to this
comprehensive account of how Chávez revamped
Venezuela. Javier Corrales and Michael Penfold have revised
and updated their original work. Two new chapters have
been added, and a new concluding chapter argues that
Chávez's successor, Nicolás Maduro, has turned far more
autocratic than anything seen in Venezuela since 1958.

Lynne Rienner Publishers

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY
LATIN AMERICA		
Fourth Edition

Edited by Richard S. Hillman & Thomas J. D'Agostino
2011 450pp
9781588267917 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

This new edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect
the many significant events and trends of the past six
years. It includes entirely new chapters on economics and
religion, as well as extensively updated material on politics,
the military, international relations, environmental
issues, nationalism, and the role of women. The result
is an indispensable introduction to the complexities of
contemporary Latin America.
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MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA
HIGHLIGHT

POLITICS &
SOCIETY IN THE
CONTEMPORARY
MIDDLE EAST
Third Edition

Brookings Institution Press

A MIDDLE EAST FREE OF WEAPONS OF
MASS DESTRUCTION
A New Approach to Nonproliferation
Seyed Hossein Mousavian & Emad Kiyaei
Sep 2019 240pp
9780815737698 Paperback £32.50 / €38.00

Insights: Critical Thinking on International Affairs
For decades, there has been talk about creating a nuclear
weapons-free zone in the Middle East, more recently
expanded to a weapons of mass destruction-free zone.
In this book two experts from the region, with long
experience in the issue, explore why the talk has not been
translated into action.

PUBLIC SECTOR REFORM IN THE MIDDLE
EAST AND NORTH AFRICA
Lessons of Experience for a Region
in Transition
Edited by Robert P. Beschel & Tarik M. Yousef
Lynne Rienner Publishers

Academica Press

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ARAB SPRING

Jan 2020 280pp
9780815736974 Paperback £36.95 / €44.00

Offers a comprehensive assessment of a wide range of
public sector reform efforts in nine countries. This book
examines both the good and the bad, looking not only
at what each reform accomplished but at how it was
implemented. The result is a series of useful lessons on how
public sector reforms can be adopted in MENA.

The Cases of Tunisia and Egypt
Bachar El-Halabi

Lynne Rienner Publishers

Highlights, analyses, and contrasts, from a “human
rights law” perspective, the situation in Tunisia – the
success model of the Arab Spring – before and after the
“Jasmine Revolution”, and in Egypt, the Arab Spring’s most
notable failure – before the 2011 revolution and after the
subsequent “counter-revolution”, which was led by the
military establishment.

CHANGING SAUDI ARABIA

Mar 2019 277pp
9781680534702 Hardback £157.00 / €182.00

Art, Culture, and Society in the Kingdom
Sean Foley

Jan 2019 220pp
9781626377561 Hardback £69.95 / €81.00

Exploring the contemporary arts movement in Saudi
Arabia in the context of the kingdom's changing political
realities, Sean Foley finds that artists are expressing
thoughts and feelings that the Saudi public typically has
not felt safe to articulate.
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GENDER IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND
NORTH AFRICA

Naval Institute Press

Contemporary Issues and Challenges

MIDDLE EAST 101

Nov 2019 270pp
9781626378384 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

A Beginner's Guide for Deployers, Travelers,
and Concerned Citizens

Edited by J. Michael Ryan & Helen Rizzo

The role of gender in the Middle East and North Africa is
widely discussed – but often little understood. Seeking to
close that gap, the authors of this comprehensive study
explore a wide range of issues related to gender in the
region as they have been unfolding since the Arab Spring.

Youssef H. Aboul-Enein & Joseph T. Stanik
May 2019 448pp
9781682474273 Hardback
£46.95 / €55.00

The Changing Ethos of Conflict

Answers 101 essential questions on the Middle East,
Islam, the Arab Spring, al-Qaida and ISIS. The book is for
those wanting to begin an intellectual immersion into the
complexities of the region from pre-biblical times to the
post-Arab Spring.

Apr 2019 291pp
9781626377844 Hardback £84.50 / €97.00

Rutgers University Press

ISRAEL'S NATIONAL IDENTITY
Neta Oren

In a country whose citizens have experienced prolonged
exposure to intractable conflict, are there unique features
to be found in Israeli society's core beliefs? And how - and
to what effect - have those beliefs changed across the
decades? To answer these questions, Neta Oren explores
Israel's political culture.

THE POWER OF
DIALOGUE BETWEEN
ISRAELIS AND
PALESTINIANS
Stories of Change from
the School for Peace

POLITICS & SOCIETY IN THE
CONTEMPORARY MIDDLE EAST

Nava Sonnenschein

Jan 2019 350pp
9780813599212 Paperback
£32.50 / €38.00
9780813599229 Hardback
£82.50 / €96.00

Third Edition

Edited by Michele Penner Angrist

Aug 2019 540pp
9781626378056 Paperback £29.95 / €37.00

For more information on this title, see page 42.

TURKEY IN TRANSITION
The Dynamics of Domestic and Foreign Politics
Edited by Gürkan Çelik & Ronald H. Linden
Nov 2019 285pp
9781626378278 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

What explains the movement toward one-party, and even
one-person, rule? What role does Islam play in the ideology
and policies of the ruling party and its leader, Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan? What is Turkey's likely international role in the
Middle East and beyond? These are among the key issues
addressed in this comprehensive analysis of the actors and
factors driving recent developments in Turkish politics at
home and abroad.
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Presents a collection of
twenty-five powerful interviews Nava Sonnenschein
conducted with Palestinian and Jewish Israeli alumni of
peacebuilding courses, a decade after their graduation.
She shows the transformational potential of encounters
between members of groups in conflict.

Syracuse University Press

WE ARE IRAQIS
Aesthetics and Politics in a Time of War
Edited by Nadje Al-Ali & Deborah Al-Najjar
Mar 2019 304pp
9780815629078 Paperback £28.95 / €34.00

Contemporary Issues in the Middle East
Showcases written and visual contributions by Iraqi artists,
writers, poets, filmmakers, photographers, and activists.
Contributors explore the way Iraqis retain, subvert, and
produce art and activism as ways of coping with despair
and resisting chaos and destruction.
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World Bank Group Publications

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF IRAQ
AFTER 2003

HIGHLIGHT

Learning from Its Successes and Failures

RACISM AFTER
APARTHEID

The World Bank

May 2019 120pp
9781464813900 Paperback £32.95 / €39.00

Challenges for
Marxism and
Anti-Racism

MENA Development Report
The Iraqi reconstruction experience after 2003 offers few
successes and many failures from which the international
community must learn. This paper tries to draw out lessons
and provide recommendations for future reconstruction
activities, by examining the Iraqi reconstruction process
after 2003.

Democratic Marxism

MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA
BESTSELLERS
Lynne Rienner Publishers

THE FOREIGN POLICIES OF
MIDDLE EAST STATES		
Second Edition

Edited by Raymond A. Hinnebusch &
Anoushiravan Ehteshami

2014 400pp
9781626370296 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

Examines the momentous events and shifting dynamics
that have occurred in the region in the nearly fifteen years
since the first edition was published. Working within
a common analytical framework, the authors offer a
theoretically grounded, systematic examination of the
foreign policies of eleven states.

UNDERSTANDING THE
CONTEMPORARY MIDDLE EAST
Fourth Edition

Edited by Jillian Schwedler

Wits University Press

Academica Press

THE AFRICAN THEATRE OF THE
MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT
Studies in Arab Neo-Colonialism in
Black Africa, 1952-1993
Nwankwo Nwaezeigwe

Jun 2019 378pp
9781680534962 Hardback £147.00 / €170.00

Revisits the issue of cooperation between Arab nationalist
governments and the nations of Sub-Saharan Africa. This
book clinically explores the proper bases, character, and
implications of Arab-Sub-Saharan relations through the
lens of Arab nationalist diplomatic initiative and collective
Black African development initiatives.

2013 480pp
9781588269102 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

The fourth edition of Understanding the Contemporary
Middle East has been fully revised and updated throughout
to reflect the still-unfolding impact of the Arab Spring, the
changing international environment, the impasse in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and much more. The book also
includes an entirely new chapter on the role of women in
the Middle East.

If you are a teaching academic or course leader you
may request up to three titles as FREE inspection
copies (especially those marked with the textbook
icon) to consider as textbooks for students on your
course. For further details please visit:

eurospan.co.uk/inspection
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HSRC Press

ARCHIE MAFEJE
Bongani Nyoka

Mar 2019 312pp
9780796925640 Paperback £19.50 / €23.00

University of KwaZulu-Natal Press

CO-OPERATIVES IN SOUTH AFRICA
Advancing Solidarity Economy Pathways
from Below
Edited by Vishwas Satgar

Voices of Liberation
Contextualises Archie Mafeje's work and thinking and
adds to intellectual biographies of African intellectuals
by African researchers. The book discusses Mafeje's
intellectual and political influences, consists of seven
of Mafeje's original articles, seeks to contextualise his
writings, and reflects on Mafeje's intellectual legacy.

Mar 2019 320pp
9781869144234 Paperback £24.95 / €29.00

VOICES OF LIBERATION

Lynne Rienner Publishers

Six Volume Set

Builds on a previous collection, The Solidarity Economy
Alternative, and inaugurates a debate between leading
government co-operative development practitioners and
its critics, many of whom are working to advance bottomup solidarity economy pathways.

Gerald Pillay et al

ADVENTURES IN
ZAMBIAN POLITICS

Mar 2019
9780796925282 Paperback £34.50 / €40.00

This six-volume Voices of Liberation series book set is
a celebration of lives and writings of South African
and African liberation activists and heroes. Each book
provides human, social and literary contexts of the
subject, with critical resonance to where we come
from, who we are, as a nation, and how we can choose
to shape our destiny.

IGI Global

MUSIC AND MESSAGING IN THE
AFRICAN POLITICAL ARENA
Edited by Uche T. Onyebadi

2018 300pp
9781522572954 Hardback £160.00 / €188.00

Provides innovative insights into providing music and
songs as an integral part of sending political messages to a
broader spectrum of audiences, especially during political
campaigns. The book covers framing theory, national
identity and ethnic politics.
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A Story in Black & White
Guy Scott

Jan 2019 270pp
9781626377592 Hardback
£34.95 / €40.00

This is unlike any political
memoir you have ever read.
It is a political history of
Zambia from colonial times
to the present. A revealing
insider account of politics
and government within a modern African state. A story
about race in Africa. A chronicle of the rise and fall of two
improbable political allies who wanted to change Zambian
politics.

AFRICA’S TOTALITARIAN TEMPTATION
The Evolution of Autocratic Regimes
Dave Peterson

Nov 2019 250pp
9781626378247 Hardback £79.95 / €93.00

Is totalitarianism emerging as an acceptable alternative to
democracy in Africa? And if so, with what consequences?
Peterson draws on extensive research in countries across
the continent to thoroughly explore the dilemma of the
totalitarian temptation.
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THE FATES OF AFRICAN REBELS

TRANSFORMING RWANDA

Victory, Defeat, and the Politics of Civil War

Challenges on the Road to Reconstruction

Mar 2019 220pp
9781626377646 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00
9781626377615 Hardback £79.95 / €93.00

Apr 2019 271pp
9781626377813 Hardback £58.95 / €68.00

Christopher Day

What determines the outcome for rebels in contemporary
African civil wars? How are "victory" and "defeat"
measured? Is there any connection between a rebel group's
organisation and its fate? Addressing these issues and
more, Christopher Day explores the relationship between
rebel groups and regime politics in Africa.

Jean-Paul Kimonyo

Since the end of its genocidal civil war in 1994, Rwanda
has embarked on an ambitious, and often controversial,
process of reconstruction. Jean-Paul Kimonyo
comprehensively analyses that process in the political,
military, socioeconomic, and cultural arenas.

University of Michigan Press

INSIDE AFRICAN POLITICS
Second Edition			
Kevin C. Dunn & Pierre Englebert

Aug 2019 450pp
9781626378070 Paperback £26.95 / €37.00

Updated throughout to reflect political developments
across the continent, the second edition of Inside African
Politics not only provides thorough coverage of the full
range of core topics, but also furthers an awareness and
understanding of key theoretical issues and current
debates.

THE PUZZLE OF ETHIOPIAN POLITICS
Terrence Lyons

Oct 2019 240pp
9781626377981 Hardback £85.95 / €99.00

Offers a comprehensive study of nearly three decades of
Ethiopian politics. Terrence Lyons argues that the very
structures that enabled the ruling party to overcome the
challenges of a war-to-peace transition are the source of
the challenges that it faces now.

DEVELOPING STATES,
SHAPING CITIZENSHIP
Service Delivery and
Political Participation
in Zambia
Erin Accampo Hern

Jun 2019 240pp, 14 figures, 18 tables
9780472074143 Hardback
£57.50 / €68.00
9780472054145 Paperback
£19.95 / €24.00

African Perspectives
At the nexus of political
science, development studies, and public policy, Developing
States, Shaping Citizenship analyses an overlooked driver
of political behaviour: citizens' past experience with the
government through service provision.

GENDER, SEPARATIST POLITICS AND
EMBODIED NATIONALISM IN CAMEROON
Jacqueline-Bethel Tchouta Mougoué

Jun 2019 336pp, 12 illustrations
9780472074136 Hardback £65.95 / €77.00

African Perspectives
Illuminates how issues of ideal womanhood shaped the
Anglophone Cameroonian nationalist movement in the
first decade of independence. The book examines how
educated women sought to protect the cultural values and
the self-determination of the Anglophone Cameroonian
state as Francophone Cameroon prepared to dismantle the
federal republic.
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Real African Publishers

OLIVER TAMBO
His Life and Legacy: 1917–1993, Third Edition
Luli Callinicos

Jun 2019 44pp
9781928341925 Paperback £11.95 / €14.00

An updated new edition of the original publication issued
by the ANC Elections Committee to honour the legacy
of Comrade Oliver Tambo, late president and national
chairman of the African National Congress. This little book
provides an overview of his life and contributions during
the struggle for a new South Africa.

The University of Wisconsin Press

SILENCED RESISTANCE
Women, Dictatorships, and Genderwashing in
Western Sahara and Equatorial Guinea
Joanna Allan

Apr 2019 336pp, 2 maps, 5 b&w photos
9780299318406 Hardback £72.50 / €85.00

Women in Africa and the Diaspora
In this innovative work, Joanna Allan demonstrates why we
should foreground gender as key for understanding both
authoritarian power projection and resistance. She brings
an ethnographic component to examine how concerns
for equality and women's rights can be co-opted for
authoritarian projects.
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WHOSE AGENCY
The Politics and Practice of Kenya's
HIV-Prevention NGOs
Megan Hershey

Jun 2019 200pp, 32 b&w photos
9780299321703 Hardback £68.50 / €79.00

Africa and the Diaspora: History, Politics, Culture
By focusing on one particular type of NGO—those
organized to help prevent the spread and transmission of
HIV in Kenya—Megan Hershey interrogates the ways these
organisations achieve (or fail to achieve) their planned
outcomes.

Wits University Press

GOVERNANCE AND THE POSTCOLONY
Views from Africa
Edited by David Everett

Aug 2019 320pp
9781776143443 Paperback £34.50 / €40.00

As a robust, critical assessment of power and
accountability in governance in the sub-Saharan context,
this collection by leading academic voices brings
together topical and innovative case studies, forming a
valuable resource for those working in the field of African
international relations, public policy, public management
and administration.

RACISM AFTER APARTHEID
Challenges for Marxism and Anti-Racism
Vishwas Satgar et al

Mar 2019 288pp
9781776143061 Paperback £34.50 / €40.00

Democratic Marxism
For more information on this title, see page 44.
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ASIA

Lynne Rienner Publishers

HIGHLIGHT

FROM
DECLARATION
TO CODE

AFRICA'S
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

Continuity and
Change in China's
Engagement with
ASEAN on the
South China Sea

Balancing Domestic &
Global Interests
Beth Elise Whitaker &
John F. Clark

2018 420pp
9781626377370 Paperback
£24.95 / €28.00

Comprehensive and engaging,
this timely introduction to
Africa's international relations
explores how power, interests, and ideas influence
interactions both among the continent's states and
between African states and other actors in the global
arena. This is an ideal text for students, as well as an
invaluable resource for researchers and policymakers.

HAILE SELASSIE

Trends in Southeast Asia

ISEAS Publishing

His Rise, His Fall
Haggai Erlich

2018 190pp
9781626377547 Hardback
£53.95 / €62.00

Based on new archival sources,
this book tells the multifaceted
story not only of Emperor
Haile Selassie, but also of
modern Ethiopia.

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY
AFRICA			
Fifth Edition

Edited by April A. Gordon & Donald L. Gordon
2012 500pp
9781588268471 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

This edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect the
many significant events and trends since the previous
edition – seismic political changes, the impact of the new
information technology, the strong presence of China and
other foreign powers, and much more.

Brookings Institution Press

DEMYSTIFYING RISING INEQUALITY
IN ASIA

Edited by Bihong Huang, Peter J. Morgan & Naoyuki Yoshino
Mar 2019 250pp
9784899741015 Paperback £29.95 / €35.00

Contributes to the existing literature on inequality in Asia
by focusing on three broad themes, corresponding to three
parts of the volume. Part I offers an overview of inequality
in Asia; Part II focuses on the drivers of rising inequality in
Asia; and Part III presents country case studies.
Asian Development Bank Institute

REGIONAL POLITICS • ASIA

University of Hawai'i Press

PACIFIC WOMEN IN POLITICS
Gender Quota Campaigns in the Pacific Islands
Kerryn Baker

Apr 2019 224pp, 3 b&w illustrations
9780824872595 Hardback £71.95 / €83.00

Topics in the Contemporary Pacific
How do political actors in the Pacific islands region make
sense of the success (or failure) of parliamentary gender
quota campaigns? To answer the question, Kerryn Baker
explores the workings of four campaigns in the region.
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ELECTORAL POLITICS AND THE
MALAYSIAN CHINESE ASSOCIATION
IN JOHOR
Edited by Lee Hock Guan & Nicholas Chan
Feb 2019 38pp
9789814843188 Paperback £6.95 / €8.00

Trends in Southeast Asia
Like the United Malays National Organization (UMNO),
the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA) was known for
having its bastion in Johor, with the state containing the
highest number of parliamentary seats contested and won
by the party.

FROM DECLARATION TO CODE
Continuity and Change in China's Engagement
with ASEAN on the South China Sea

H.W. Wilson

THE SOUTH CHINA SEA CONFLICT
Edited by H.W. Wilson

Mar 2019 200pp
9781682178645 Paperback £73.50 / €84.00

Reference Shelf
Examines the ongoing territorial dispute in the South
China Sea where numerous countries lay claim to fishing
waters and exclusive economic zones in Southeast Asia.
The contested area concerns six nations, one third of
global maritime traffic, untapped oil and natural gas
reserves, military buildup and $5 trillion worth of trade.

ISEAS Publishing

AFTER THE COUP
The National Council for Peace and Order Era
and the Future of Thailand

Edited by Michael J. Montesano, Terence Chong & Mark Heng
2018 474pp
9789814818988 Paperback £37.95 / €44.00

Brings together the work of a group of leading Thai
intellectuals to equip readers to anticipate and understand
the developments that lie ahead for Thailand. Contributors
offer findings and perspectives both on the disorienting
period following the Thai coup of May 2014 and on
fundamental challenges to the country and its institutions.

Receive regular up-to-date information about
our new titles by registering for e-alerts at:
eurospan.co.uk/mailinglist

Edited by Hoang Thi Ha

Apr 2019 37pp
9789814843539 Paperback £6.95 / €8.00

Trends in Southeast Asia
For more information on this title, see page 48.

THE INDO-PACIFIC AND ITS
STRATEGIC CHALLENGES
An Australian Perspective
Peter Varghese

Mar 2019 13pp
9789814843508 Paperback £6.95 / €8.00

Trends in Southeast Asia
Demonstrates that the shift in the framework of Australia's
strategic thinking from the Asia-Pacific to the Indo-Pacific
reflects the primary focus on the maritime environment
in the coming decades, and the expectation that over
time India will become more embedded in the strategic
dynamics of the Asia-Pacific.

ISEAS AT 50
Understanding Southeast Asia Past
and Present
Edited by Lee Hsien Loong, Wang Gungwu &
Leonard Y. Andaya
2018 92pp
9789814818995 Hardback £22.50 / €26.00

Presents three public lectures given to commemorate the
50th anniversary of the ISEAS–Yusof Ishak Institute, which
was established to help the newly independent city-state
better understand the region's complexities and research
the political, economic, and socio-cultural trends in
Southeast Asia for relevant stakeholders.
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Lynne Rienner Publishers

NUS Press

TAIWAN

CHINA'S FOOTPRINTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

The Development of an Asian Tiger
Edited by Hans Stockton & Yao-Yuan Yeh
Oct 2019 240pp
9781626378346 Hardback £91.50 / €105.00

How did Taiwan transform itself from a "least developed
country" into an Asian Tiger? How did it become
a successful, multiparty democracy after years of
authoritarian rule? Why do its relations with China and the
US remain critical? The authors address these questions as
they assess Taiwan's trajectory since 1949 in the political,
economic, and social spheres.

Edited by Maria Serena I. Diokno, Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao
& Alan H. Yang
Jan 2019 248pp, 24 tables, 4 line drawings
9789814722896 Paperback £33.95 / €39.00

Survey's China's growing role in Southeast Asia along
multiple dimensions. The book looks closely and sceptically
at the multitude of ways that China has built connections
in the region, including through trade, foreign aid, and
cultural diplomacy.

Pentagon Press LLP

University of Michigan Press

GEOPOLITICS OF
HIMALAYAN REGION

THE BURDEN OF
THE PAST

Cultural Political and
Strategic Dimensions
Edited by Alok Bansal &
Aayushi Ketkar

Problems of Historical
Perception in
Japan-Korea Relations

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618689 Hardback
£48.50 / €54.00

Kan Kimura

Mar 2019 256pp, 22 illustrations
9780472054107 Paperback
£24.95 / €29.00
9780472074105 Hardback
£61.95 / €72.00

Re-examines the dispute over
historical perception between
Japan and South Korea, clearly identifying the many
independent variables that have affected the situation. By
seeing behind the public discourse and political rhetoric,
this book offers a firmer footing for a discussion and the
steps toward resolution.

DEVELOPMENT IN MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS
Social Power and Regional Policy in India
Alexander Lee

Mar 2019 288pp, 5 maps, 22 charts, 18 tables
9780472131259 Hardback £65.95 / €77.00

New Comparative Politics
Why do some states provide infrastructure and social
services to their citizens, and others do not? In Development
in Multiple Dimensions, Alexander Lee examines the origins
of success and failure in the public services of developing
countries.

Provides a holistic look at
the three key dimensions
impacting the Himalaya
region - cultural, political, and
strategic - making it a pioneering effort in studying the
region beyond the myopic prism of bilateral relations.

INDIA'S FOREIGN POLICY
TOWARDS RESURGENCE
Dhruv Katoch

Jun 2019 255pp
9789386618788 Hardback £48.50 / €54.00

Expounds upon the various facets of India’s foreign policy,
tracing its roots from the times of Chanakya, millennia ago,
and then expanding upon the post-independence phase of
India’s foreign policy.

PAKISTAN OCCUPIED KASHMIR
Surinder Kumar Sharma

Aug 2019 255pp
9789386618672 Hardback £72.50 / €81.00

Provides a critical analysis of the politics of Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir, throws light on the genesis and
evolution of various political parties and interest groups,
and acquaints the readers with the different personalities
playing important role in politics in the region.

REGIONAL POLITICS • ASIA

SINO-INDIAN EQUATION
Competition + Cooperation - Confrontation
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Rajeev Bhutani

Mar 2019 255pp
9789386618757 Hardback £72.50 / €81.00

Covers all aspects of India-China relations in the light
of the emerging global environment and presents
strategic initiatives which will enable India to keep its
national interests uppermost. The book covers Prime
Minister Modi's of diplomatic balancing with China and
strengthening strategic relationships with the US, Japan
and Russia.

SOUTH CHINA SEA
Territorial Claims and Disputes
Edited by G. Jayachandra Reddy

Mar 2019 300pp
9789386618573 Hardback £48.50 / €54.00

Lynne Rienner Publishers

POLITICS IN EAST ASIA
Explaining Change & Continuity
Timothy C. Lim

2014 420pp
9781626370555 Paperback £22.95 / €26.00

This systematic, innovative introduction to the dynamic
politics and political economies of China, Japan, North
Korea, South Korea, and Taiwan teaches students how to
think analytically, critically, and independently about the
most significant developments in the region.

POLITICS & SOCIETY IN
CONTEMPORARY
CHINA

Because of the geopolitical and strategic importance of
the South China Sea, this book throws light on themes
such as the nature of the conflict, the sources of claims and
conflicts, China`s engagement, international maritime
laws, options for diplomacy, response from global powers,
and the potential for military escalation in the region.

The University of Wisconsin Press

IN PLAIN SIGHT
Impunity and Human
Rights in Thailand
Tyrell Haberkorn

Jul 2019 312pp
9780299314446 Paperback
£21.50 / €25.00

New Perspectives in SE Asian
Studies
Following a 1932 coup d'état
in Thailand that established
a constitution, the Thai
state that emerged has
suppressed political dissent. In Plain Sight shows how
abuses, both hidden and occurring in public view, have
become institutionalized through a chronic failure to hold
perpetrators accountable.

Elizabeth Freund Larus

2012 275pp
9781588268259 Paperback
£24.95 / €28.00

This authoritative text
captures the dynamism of
Chinese politics and society.
Elizabeth Larus begins with
a broad sweep of China's
modern history, providing
essential context for understanding the current political
environment. She then makes sense of the dramatic
political, social, and economic changes that have occurred
across some six decades.

UNDERSTANDING
CONTEMPORARY CHINA
Fifth Edition

Edited by Robert E. Gamer & Stanley W. Toops
2017 500pp
9781626376533 Paperback £22.50 / €26.00

China today bears little resemblance to the country
introduced in the first edition of Understanding
Contemporary China, published nearly two decades ago.
This new edition explores the impact of new domestic
policies; China's role as a behemoth in the world economy;
its modernizing infrastructure; its expanding military
presence in the region; and much more.
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Melbourne University Publishing

ADVANCING
AUSTRALIA
Ideas for a
Better Country

Edited by Amanda Dunn &
John Watson
Mar 2019 277pp
9780522875935 Paperback
£15.50 / €18.00

Politics in Australia is in a dire
state. We have the diagnosis,
but what's the cure? In this
collection of essays, the
country's best academic minds look at the key issues and
chart a way forward.

THE WONKS' DICTIONARY
Australian Democracy in High Definition
James Jeffrey & Jon Kudelka

Mar 2019 277pp
9780522875959 Paperback £15.50 / €18.00

What is a democracy sausage? Why is a prime minister?
And what on earth is that big, shiny golden club on the
table in the House of Reps? Discover the answers to
all these and more on the definitive journey through
Australian democracy, from A to Z.

NewSouth Publishing

REFUGEE RIGHTS AND POLICY WRONGS
A Frank, Up-to-Date Guide by Experts
Jane McAdam & Fiona Chong

Jul 2019 256pp
9781742236520 Paperback £18.95 / €22.00

Public discourse in Australia about refugees is dominated
by scare-mongering and political point-scoring. In this new
book, Jane McAdam and Fiona Chong find that Australia’s
policies towards refugees have hardened in recent years,
trace the ways in which draconian domestic laws have
contravened with international law, and outline what a
human rights-based framework might look like.

Auckland University Press

POLITICS AND THE MEDIA
Second Edition

Edited by Geoff Kemp et al

2016 360pp
9781869408473 Paperback £44.50 / €50.00

Introduces students to the rich literature on media and
politics internationally, covering history, political economy
and contemporary trends, and then analyses the particular
shape of the media in New Zealand.

NewSouth Publishing

A LITTLE HISTORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN
LABOR PARTY
Nick Dyrenfurth & Frank Bongiorno

2010 124pp
9781742232843 Paperback £14.50 / €17.00

Celebrating the 120th anniversary of the Australian Labor
Party (ALP)—one of the oldest labor parties in the world
and the first to form a government—this short and lively
book recounts ALP’s history from its origins during the late
19th century through present day.

SPOOKED
The Truth About
Intelligence in Australia
Edited by Daniel Baldino

2014 284pp
9781742233888 Paperback
£19.95 / €24.00

Terrorist acts, most notably
9/11 and the Bali bombings,
transformed attitudes to the
secretive world of intelligence,
surveillance and security. In this
book a prominent group of
writers lay bare the facts about
spying and security in post-9/11 Australia. Their compelling
book cuts through panic and fear-mongering to ask hard
questions.
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